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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TOY INDUSTRY IN THE HONG KONG ECONOMY
During the past twenty years, Hong Kong has developed
from an entrepot to an industrial city. The present Hong Kong
industry structure is mainly comprised of garments, plastics,
textile and electronics. The toy industry accounts for more than
half of the total output of the plastics industry. If taken
alone it is ranked among the top five industries in Hong Kong.
To show the importance of the toy industry in the
Hong Kong economy, perhaps the number of workers engaged in
this industry will serve as a good indicator. In the year 1967,
the toy industry employed about 25,000 workers.1 This figure,
although estimated on a.conservative basis, accounted for
about 40 per cent of the working force in the plastics industry
and about 5.6 per cent in the whole Hong Kong industry (See
Appendix I).
The number of toy factories is another indicator
for the importance of the Hong Kong toy industry. According
to the Department of Commerce and Industry, the total number
1Hong Kong Trade. Development Council, M.de in Hon
Kong/Toys, 1968, p. 2.
2of registered factories in 1968 was more than 12,000. At the
same period, the number of registered toy factories was more
than 600. It is believed that the registered toy factories,
together with those unregistered, will total more than 1,000
enterprises.2
Another good indicator for measurement is the role
of toy exports in total export in the past several years. In
1967 and 1968, the export of toys and dolls was ranked the
fourth in the total exports, following that of clothing, textile
yarn and fabrics and electronic machinery (See Appendix II).
Perhaps the strongest sign indicating the increasing
importance of the toy industry in' the changing share of the
toy export in the total export-during the past ten years.
Between 1959 and 1968, the share has increased from 3.8 per
cent to 8.8 per cent (See Appendix III). This increase is
significant by any standard.
OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
In view of the rapid development of the toy industry
during the past ten years and its increasing importance in
the Hong Kong economy, a study of this industry is highly
desirable since few surveys have been done on this regard.
This study addresses itself to the following four objectives:
2Personal interview with Mr. K. Y. Lee, Assistant
Trade Officer, Department of Commerce and Industry, Hong Kong
Government.
31. To present a general picture of the toy industry
at the present time
2. To analyse the past performance of this industry,
with special emphasis on the export marketing
aspect
3. To evaluate the present situation from the marketing
point of view
4. To raise recommendations for future marketing
strategies for the industry as a whole
The content of this thesis is divided into six
chapters. Chapter I deals with the economic importance of
the toy industry in Hong Kong, as well as the objectives and
the methodology of this study. Chapter II presents the general
aspects of the toy industry in Hong Kong, including number of
the factories and their locations, management, production,
labour, raw materials, product design, etc. Chapter III describes
the present marketing situation in which distribution channels,
image and reputation, promotional activities, tariffs and
quotas, joint ventures, and market research are covered.
Chapter IV analyses the statistics of the Hong Kong toy exports
in the past-five years and the significance of the export
dimensions. Chapter V brings international competition into
consideration and discusses the role of Hong Kong toys in
international trade, import structures of toys of major toy-
importing countries in the world, international competitors
4and their degree of competitiveness, and the underdeveloped
and unexplored markets. The last chapter contains a summary
of the findings and some tentative recommendations for future
development of the toy industry in Hong Kong.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
As few surveys have been done, the purpose of this
study is mainly to present an environmental picture of the
toy industry in Hong Kong. The type of data for this study
is therefore "descriptive",
There are various sources of data for this study.
The sources for the secondary data are business journals
and trade bulletins, such as the Hong Kong Enterprise and
the Far Eastern Economic Review; the government agents such
as the Department of Commerce and Industry and Department of
Labour; the non-business organisations in Hong Kong as well
as in foreign countries, such as the Hong Kong Trade Development
Council, the Toy Manufacturers' Associations in overseas
countries, the United Nations, etc.
However, in view of inadequacy of the secondary
data, primary data are also collected and sources are mainly
from people in the Hong Kong toy industry or connected with it.
The primary data collection method embraces intensive
personal interview with people in government or non-government
5organisations who are concerned with Hong Kong toys, and of
course, also with large and small Hong Kong toy manufacturers
and exporters. The intensive interview is an interview composed
of two or more separate interviews with the same person,
because in this way the interviewee would usually release
more intensive data. Totally there are about 20 persons to
be interviewed and they are sampled by judgement. The reason
for not to use mail questionaire is for fear of the low
response rate from the manufacturers and the exporters.
In addition, in order to obtain a-closer look of the
practical toy export business, a fieldwork was conducted for
a period of three days to observe the activities in a toy
exporter's office. The activities include designing, bargaining,
order placing, contract signing, etc.
6CHAPTER II
GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE TOY INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG
NUMBER OF THE FACTORIES AND THEIR LOCATIONS
It is very difficult to obtain an accurate count of
the number of the toy factories in Hong Kong. However, there
are more than 600 toy factories registered in the
Department of Commerce and Industry. This figure, together
with-those unregistered, will make a total about one thousand.
According to the list of toy manufacturers compiled
by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council, there are manufacturers
of paper toys, inflatable toys, metal toys, wooden toys and
plastic toys in Hong Kong, and most of them are plastic toy
manufacturers (See Table 2-1). As most of the toy manufacturers
are manufacturing plastic toys, the toy industry can be viewed
as part of the Hong Kong plastics industry. The latter is a
post-war phenomenon and has undergone rapid development only
in the recent years. Table 2-2 shows the growth in number of
plastic toy manufacturers from 297 in 1962 to 551 in 1967.
The scale of the plastic manufacturers vary from a
one-machine "workshop" to a multi-storey factory. Generally
speaking, only a few giant, modern companies occupy the top
7TABLE 2-1
KINDS AND NUMBER OF TOY MANUFACTURERS
IN HONG KONG IN 1968
Kinds of Toy Manufacturers Number
11Toys, paper
15Inflatable toys, plastic






Source: The List of Hong Kong Toy Manufacturers, The
Hong Kong Trade Development Council, 1968.
of the industry, with hundreds of small ones providing a lateral
spread. Table 2-3 shows the scale of the manufacturers, using
the number of employees as a scale indicator.
Due to the smallness of size, toy manufacturers are
scattered throughout Hong Kong. Nevertheless, the big firms
are usually located in the factory buildings in Tsuen Wan,
Kwun Tong and San Po Kong, although the two largest manufacturers
are situated in the Hong Kong island.
MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCTION
In Hong Kong, the large toy factories are owned and
8TABLE 2-2
NUMBER OF PLASTIC TOY MANUFACTURERS








Source: The Year Book of the Chiu Chau Plastic Manufacturers
Association, 1966-1967, p. 35.
managed by the Chinese, British and Americans, while almost all
of the small factories are owned by the Chinese, and especially
by the industrious and hard-working Chiu Chau
The large factories are operated under modern management
techniques. On the other hand, small manufacturers, due to
their lack of professional training in business administration,
often suffer from various problems such as shortage of labour,
poor production planning, no quality control, etc.
Another feature is that these manula..cturers, or, in
other words, they are plastic-oriented but not toy-oriented.
Many plastic manufacturers. produce artificial flowers,. household
( 潮 州 ） people.
9TABLE 2-3
SCALE OF THE HONG KONG TOY MANUFACTURERS












Source: Hong Kong Red Book, 1968.
articles, handbags and fruits, in addition to plastic toys.
As a result, most of the manufacturers consider themselves
to be in the plastic industry. Not many of them think that
they are in the plastic toy industry and just a few have
the feeling of being in the toy industry.
The production method is very simple. Plastics, by
definition, are substances.which at some stage in their processing
towards the finished product are heated and then shaped, often
10
under pressure, to the desired finished form. In Hong Kong,
manufacturers are in the main conentrating on the final stages
of production where there is less capital outlay on fixed
plant and machinery and great advantage to be gained from cheap








The success of the local plastic toy industry is due
in no small measure to the local machinery industry which
supplies the bulk of the machines used in the Colony. 1 However,
some large manufacturers import their machines from the United
States, Europe or Japan because the machines they need are
more complicated and for highly specialised operations.2
Although mould making is a highly specialised art,
fortunately, in Hong Kong there is the essential hand-carving
ability to produce the most complicated moulds. This expertise
to hand-carve the intricate moulds required in Hong Kong has
contributed a lot to the development of the Hong Kong toy industry.
1Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Hong Kong Enterprise,
March 1968, p. 26.
2Personal interview with Mr. Gardner, Jr., Chief
Accountant/Secretary, The Plastic Manufacturing Corp., Ltd.
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Generally speaking, quality control is not taken
very seriously by the Hong Kong manufacturers. Usually they
are quite satisfied with a situation where there is no complaint
from overseas or so long as the complaint does not bring substantial
business loss to them. Only some of the large manufacturers
are more concerned about quality control and occasionally
send the more intricate toys to the United States or Japan for
quality-testing.
In view of the importance of quality control to
the plastic toy industry, the Department of Commerce and
Industry of the Hong Kong Government carries a quality testing
system by which government trade officers make calls on plastic
toy manufacturers chosen by random sampling and test the quality
of the products. In addition, the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries offers its service to the plastic toy manufacturers
in testing the lead containage of the paint used in the plastic
toys.
RAW MATERIAL AND LABOUR
There are many different kinds of plastic raw material.
Each of them can be modified by chemical producer to widen
the desirable property qualities of the material. The supply
of raw material is from more than ten countries, of which Japan,
the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom are the main ones.
Of all kinds of imported raw materials, Polythene and
Polysterene are the two most important categories. From Table 2-4
12
TABLE 2-4
IMPORT OF POLYTHENE BY HONG KONG
FROM 1961 TO 1967
AverageYear Volume (1,000 lbs) Value (HK$1,000)
Unit Price
1961 69,283 lbs. HK$ 86,073 HK$1.24
1962 83,052 89,827 1.08
1963 81,513 74,349 .91
1964 1449671 130,921
.go
1965 95,101 949514 •99
1966 107,835 93,699 .86
1967 133,072 100,817 •75
Source: The Year Book of the Chiu Chau Plastic Manufacturers
Association, 1966-1967, p. 32.
and Table 2-5, we can see the total imports of these two raw
materials from 1961 to 1967.
One. of the significant features of the plastic
raw materials over the past several years is that prices have
tended to fall while most other commodities have become more
expensive (Tables 2-4 and 2-5). This trend of price decrease
can be an important factor contributing to the rapid development
of the plastic toy industry in Hong Kong.
In addition to the general price decrease of the
raw materials, terms of payment offered by the Japanese suppliers
have also helped the local manufacturers a great deal in solving
13
TABLE 2-5
IMPORT OF POLYSTYRENE OF HONG KONG
FROM 1961 TO 1967
AverageYear Volume (1,000 lbs) Value (HK$1, 000) Unit Price
1961 32,431 lbs. HK$39,117 HK$1.20






1967 68,064 54, boo .80
Source: The Year Book of the Chiu Chau Plastic Manufacturers
Association, 1966 1967, p. 32.
their financial difficulties. Thus, Hong Kong plastic toy
manufacturers have benefited much from the keen competition
among the international suppliers of the raw materials.3
From 1962 to 1967, the total number employed in
the toy industry increased dramatically. This is shown in
Table 2-6.
Although no reliable figure of labour employment
in 1968 is available, it is estimated that more than 25,000
workers were employed in this industry. Their daily wage
rates at different levels were approximately as follows:
3Personal interview with Mr. Frank M. Loh,-Trade
Officer, Canadian Trade Commissioner in Hong Kong.
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TABLE 2-6
NUMBER OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE HONG KONG
PLASTIC TOY INDUSTRY FROM 1962 TO 1967







Source: The Year Book of the Chiu Chau Plastic Manufacturers
Association, 1966-1967, p. 35,
Technician HK$15.60- 28.20
Craftman 11.20- 30.10
Operatives 6. oo- 24.00
However, the above employment figures are only
concerned with paid workers in registered factories. If we
include those working in the unregistered factories and the
children and women devoting part of their time in productive
activities in their family factories which are usually the
subcontractors with large factories, the number of total
workers in the toy industry will be higher.
Generally speaking, Hong Kong is facing a serious
problem of labour shortage. The toy industry is no exception.
15
A toy manufacturer must compete for labour supply not only with
other toy manufacturers but also with manufacturers in other
industries. The competition lies in wage rate as well as in
working conditions.
The competition for labour supply is very keen for
the following reasons:
1. There is a general shortage of labour in the
whole industrial sector. This is due to the
rapid expansion of the entire industry so that
the labour supply is failing to meet the demand
for additional workers.
2. The skill requirement is low and working experience
is not essential or important. Hence workers
are able to shift from one industry to another
without much difficulty.
3. Customarily workers are paid on a daily basis.
As a result, they have no sense of security or
loyalty and are used to change their working
place.
Of the three reasons mentioned above, perhaps the
last one needs further explanation. As it is generally known,
the Hong Kong industry is export-oriented. Most of the
manufacturers produce to meet export orders of which most are
usually placed seasonally. The piece-rate method of payment
was employed during the early years and later this practice
was found to be a cause for poor quality of the products. Thus
16
the daily-rate method was introduced in order to assure the
quality of the products as well as to maintain the flexibility
of production capacity.
PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
Generally speaking, most of the toy manufacturers
produce only against specifications of foreign orders. They
usually have no design departments of their own. This is
especially true with the small manufacturers. Of the large
manufacturers, some do maintain a design department, but only
a few of them consider new design as a key of survival and
growth of their business. Research and development is in its
infant stage in the Hong Kong toy industry.
There are six important reasons for the lack of new
design for Hong.Kong toys:
1. Plenty of sources of 'new design'
The most common way in which toy makers
obtain assessment to designs is through the
exporters who in turn obtain the design from
foreign importers. There are also some cases in
which local manufacturers produce its toys by
.copying the products of another. In addition,
local manufacturers import toys from overseas
countries like Japan or Italy for infringement
purpose.
17
2. High cost of design
Here the word high is only relative,
because to maintain a design department, or
just to hire a small team of designers is quite
a financial burden to the small manufacturers.
As a result, only some large manufacturers are,
in a position to set up a design department and
pioneer in research for new product.
3. Lack of qualified designers
Shortage of qualified designers is another
problem which brings forth additional difficulty
to the toy-maker in their development of new
products. Up to the present time, many of the
new products designed by Hong Kong come mainly
from fortuitous innovations by the toy-makers
as well as exporters.
4. Easy infringement by other manufacturers
In spite of the fact that a new design is
the result of hard work of the originator, it is
easy to be copy by other manufacturers whenever
it shows up in the market. Easy infringement is
therefore a discouragement to the design-oriented
toy-makers.
5. Short product life cycle
As most of Hong Kong toys are exported to
advanced countries where product life is relatively
18
short, toy-makers are reluctant to take initiative
in product research and development.
6. Low profitability of the firm
Due to the above factors, small firms which
attempt their own designs are less successful
than those which merely adapt the ideas of others.
Consequently, as long as this situation holds,
it is unlikely that toy manufacturers will allocate




This chapter is intended to present a brief description
of the present marketing situation of Hong Kong toys----both
in foreign countries and in the local market. The areas for
discussion include distribution channels, image and reputation,
promotional activities, tariffs and quotas,.joint ventures and
market research. The discussion is mainly based on data from
interviews with people in the toy business and research reports
of the Hong Kong Trade Development Council.
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
This section considers first the middlemen who are
physically located-in Hong Kongo Next considered are the
middlemen who are actually located in the foreign countries.
Generally speaking, most of the small toy manufacturers
sell through the classical distribution channel----producer
and/or manufacturers----local exporter----foreign importer.
This is due to their, lack of overseas connections, of financial
facilities and, most important of all, of necessary knowledge
and experience in import-export trading procedures. As a
consequence, their marketing effort only goes as far as
20
distributing more samples to more exporters.1
The medium-size and large manufacturers usually
have their own export office in addition to selling through
the exporters. As is usually the case, when a firm grows
and expands from a small to medium size, the always recognise
the need of an export office of their own to safeguard their
established marketing outlets. As for those large manufacturers,
direct exporting constitute part of the most important business
activities, and through the help and encouragement from the
Hong Kong Trade Development Council this trend-seems likely
to grow in the years to come.
As a result of the above mentioned situations, most
of the toy exports of the small manufacturers go through Hong
Kong export firms, although the value and volume of each
transaction is not large. On the other hand, most of the
exports of the large manufacturers, especially foreign subsidiaries
and joint ventures, po through their own export offices, with
the feature of a small number of transactions at a very high
value.
As far as the distribution channels are concerned,
Hong Kong toys are sold either through wholesale importers
or purchased direct by certain large department stores and
mailorder house chains. Nevertheless, this depends very much
on the country involved and general trading habits.2
1Personal interview with Mr. K.S. Tsang, Manager of
South Asia Vinyl Company.
Direct information from Mr. J.A. Furrer, Resident
Representative, Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Brussel.
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Generally speaking, the department stores and mailorder
houses usually maintain good business connections with the
Hong Kong exporters and import toys directly from them. Indeed,
some chain stores always assign trading firms as their buying
agents, while others even take a further step in setting their
own buying offices in Hong Kong.
As for those specialised toy retailers and those
bazaar type outlets, they usually purchase Hong Kong toys from
the wholesale importers, who in turn import toys from Hong
Kong through the Hong Kong exporters. However, it is generally
believed that this marketing channel does not asquire a very
large portion of the total toy exports of Hong Kong.
Another feature of the distribution channel in
overseas countries is the absence of sole agency for Hong
Kong toy manufacturers, and in any case of exclusive sales,
it usually only deals with one single item in a certain country
over a certain period of time. Thus, the absence of exclusive
sales agencies for the Hong Kong toy manufacturers on a long-
term basis in the overseas markets results in lack of sophisticated
marketing effort rendered by foreign importers and in turn
hinders Hong Kong toy exports.
IMAGE AND REPUTATION
This section discusses first the image and reputation
of Hong Kong toys in overseas markets and then proceeds to a
very basic discussion on the image and reputation of the
22
exporters and manufacturers of Hong Kong toys.
Perhaps the basic issue for discussion of image of
Hong Kong toys is the meaning of the term. Generally speaking
image bears the meaning of the consumers' attitude toward
the product. Based on this meaning, components of a product
image must include price and quality.
The image and reputation of Hong Kong toys vary
from one country to another. In other words, in the United
States, England, and other European countries, Hong Kong toys
are known to various extents.
Ten years ago in the United States, consumers were
reluctant to buy Hong Kong toys, whereas today they show no
resistance whatsoever and sometimes even go out of their way
to ask for toys made in this British Colony. The quality of
Hong Kong toys now is thought to be comparable to the quality
anywhere else in the world, and the price is undoubtedly the
most competitive----10 per cent lower than.toys from Japan
and 20 per cent from Europe.3
The image of Hong Kong toys in England is debatable.
Some people argue that Hong Kong toys are competitive with
comparative imports from other countries4 and thus bear a
'cheap' reputation in England,5 whereas others point out that
3South China Morning Post, Hong Kong, January 23rd,1968
4Direct information from Mr. F. McKellar, Resident
Representative, Hong Kong Trade Development Council, London.
5Personal interview with Mr. L.H. Williams, Manager
of Hong Kong Export Buying Office, Dodwell Co., Ltd.
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the United Kingdom has a very bad impression on Hong Kong
toys, as evidenced by the numerous cases of toy complaints
which are mainly from Britain. These complaints relate to: 6
1. Lead content in plastic materials and in surface
paint
2. Unsuitable stuffing and filling materials
3. Ice coolers and other products containing liquids
k. Design faults, health and safety hazards, quantities
and standards
5. Infringement of copy-rights of design
However, through the efforts of the Hong Kong Department of
Commerce and Industry, which are mainly based on education and
persuasion to make the toy manufacturers aware of the international
requirements on health and safety standards of toys, much
correction has been done to the bad image of Hong Kong toys in
overseas.
In European countries, consumers on the whole have a
very limited awareness of toys made in Hong Kong. This is due
to the fact that share of toy import from Hong Kong is relatively
low and that most of the Hong Kong toys are sold annymously
because of its low quality. It follows from the absence of
Hong Kong labels on toys that consumers' product image is
relatively underdeveloped and often distorted. In some extreme
cases, toys from Hong Kong are sold only through hawkers and
peddlers. However, what is true here of Hong Kong is also true
6 Personal interview with Mr. K.Y. Lee, Assistant Trade
Officer, DC I.
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of all other countries supplying lower quality goo ds.7
Perhaps it is more useful to evaluate the image of
Hong Kong exporters and manufacturers among overseas importers,
because this image is the foundation stone for growing and
successful business. Unfortunately, many overseas buyers tend
to bear the unprofessional image of their Hong Kong suppliers.
According to the foreign buyers8, there is normally
a high incidence of faulty deliveries of merchandise which
arrive in a damaged state either through faulty manufacturing
or unsatisfactory packing for transport. Similarly there is
also the frequency of deliveries which do not correspond to
sample offers or specifications. As far as the product itself
is concerned, the chief comment is that toys lack the originality
to distinguish them from toys from other countries, especially
Japan. Therefore, as a consequence, Hong Kong should at this
stage concentrate on the production of toys which are readily
identified with Hong Kong and not an imitation of copy of other
toys.
PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
As it is widely known, promotion today is considered
to be one of the most important marketing activities. This
section will discuss first the collective promotional activities
7Personal interview with Mr. Louis Tong, Trade Advisor,
Hong Kong Trade Development Council.
8Research reports from Hong Kong Trade Development
Council.
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which are undertaken mainly by government agencies or public
organisations, and second the private promotional activities
which are undertaken by the business firms individually.
The collective promotional activities can be divided
into indirect activities and direct activities. Here indirect
activities are those to improve the image or sales of general
Hong Kong merchandise, whereas direct activities are those
specially undertaken for export promotion of Hong Kong toys.
These two kinds of activities are mainly carried on by the Hong
Kong Trade Development Council.
The Hong Kong Trade Development Council was opened
on April 1st, 1966, with five overseas offices in New York,
London, Brussels, Sydney and Kairobi. The prime function of
each overseas office is to promote trade between their region
and Hong Kong, especially Hong Kong exports. They all provide
marketing and trade information, receive trade enquiries, and
send them back to headquarters, answer questions about Hong
Kong, put businessmen in contact with manufacturers and exporters
in Hong Kong. They also receive and help visiting Hong Kong
businessmen, putting them in contact with the would-be importers
of Hong Kong goods. In addition, they act as information
centers for anyone interested'in any aspect of the Colony,
the resident representative or a member of his staff often
writing or lecturing about Hong Kong, if requested. Letters
are written to newspapers, correcting false statements when
they occur. Considerable travel is done in the area and the
26
initial investigations of trade complaints are all conducted.9
Perhaps the most important direct promotional activities
in Hong Kong's participation in the Nuremberg Toy Fair in 1968
and 1969. The Nuremberg Toy Fair is generally considered as
the most prestigious in the toy industry and usually draw more
than 12,000 of the world's toy buyers. As a result of parti-
cipation this fair in 1968, Hong Kong sold nearly US$2 million
worth of toys, let alone the subsequent upsurge in recent
export sales.10 But even more important was the fact that
buyers from all over the world were able to-recognise the
great advance made by Hong Kong toymakers over the past few
years. On the other hand, Hong Kong toymakers were able to
see what their rivals were doing, the standards they had to
compete with and the things major toy buyers were looking for.
However, only large Hong Kong manufacturers and trading firms
were in a position to join the trade mission and hence benefit
from the joint marketing efforts.
As for the private promotional activities for Hong
Kong toys in overseas, very little has been done or developed.
by individual manufacturers in Hong Kong. 11 One of the basic
activities for the Hong Kong exporters is to send their sales
staff abroad for a selling trip. Still, this kind of activities
is very restricted in that only large trading firms are able
1966/67. 9Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Annual Report,
10Hong Kong Standard, January 29th, 1968.
1 Direct information from Mr. J.A. Furrer, Resident
Representative, Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Brussels.
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to afford the cost. For instance, it is alleged by the German
importers that visits by Hong Kong representatives to Germany
are far too irregular, and that Hong Kong suppliers' understanding
of the German market situation and requirements are merely
notional.12
TARIFFS AND QUOTAS
At the present time Hong Kong toy exports are subject
to tariff restrictions only, so commonplace in most of the
countries in the world. There is no quotas restrictions on
Hong Kong toys at present, nor is there any envisioned by the
toy businessmen in the near future.13
It is a misconception to see Hong Kong as an 'easy
victim' of restrictive international trade practices. Hong
Kong is a member. of GATT and thereby enjoys free ingress to all
those markets of other members which cannot justify restrictions.
Also Hong Kong has appreciable rights in the GATT and enjoys
the mutual obligations imposed by the Treaty on its more than
70 signatories. 14
As it is usually the case, import duties vary according
to country and material involved. The six Common Market Countries
are charging.10 per cent to 25 per cent ad valorem on toys
12Research reports from Hong Kong Trade Development
Council.
13Personal interview with Mr. Alex Sun, Deputy Executive
Director, Federation of Hong Kong Industries.
1'T.D. Sorby, Hongkong's Marketing Problems, The Hon
Kong Manager, May/June, 1967.
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depending on type and material. Custom duty imposed by the
Japan government on toy import is around 20 per cent, as does
the United States. To the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth
Countries, Hong Kong toy exports enjoy the Commonwealth Preference
Tariff, which strengthens the price advantage of Hong Kong toy
exports in competition with toy exports from Japan. It follows
that lower tariffs on Hong Kong exports to the Commonwealth countries
should at least be partially responsible for the fact that the
United Kingdom, Canada and Australia are the major markets for
Hong Kong toys.
As mentioned above, there are no quota restrictions on
Hong Kong toys, nor is there any sign for this trade barrier in
the near future, as envisioned by the Hong Kong toy businessmen.
This absence of quota restrictions on toys is a significant
characteristic of the industry in Hong Kong, as other industries
like textile and garment are facing the problem of import control
from other countries. Hence the absence of quota restrictions
on Hong Kong toys presents an encouragement for an expanding
international market potential.
JOINT VENTURES AND FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES
A joint venture is a business enterprise in which two
or more economic entities from different countries participate
on a permanent basis.15 Generally speaking, the objective of
15E.J. Kolde, International Business Enterprise,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., U.S.A., 1968,
p. 260.
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successful joint ventures is usually based on mutual benefit.
To the local enterpreneur, this is basically the means by which
he acquires superior know-how in manufacturing processes, assess
to designs and patents, and international markets. For the
foreign partner, the advantages involve knowledge of local
conditions and practices, bridging the language gap and, in'
many instances, the intimate knowledge of the peculiarities of
local and regional markets.
In Hong Kong, there are only a few joint ventures on
toys, yet playing a very important role in the toy industry.
They are large factories, and they usually take the type in
which the foreign partner is a major customer of the joint
venture. Hence, the advantages of joint ventures in Hong Kong are
to bring in new or guaranteed markets and to introduce new
production technology.16 As a consequence, it is generally
believed that toy exports by joint ventures in Hong Kong accounts
for a relatively large portion of total exports. However, it
should be noted that joint ventures do not contribute very
much to marketing know-how of the Hong Kong businessmen.
In addition to joint ventures, there are also subsi-
diaries of foreign companies of which the impact to Hong Kong
toy industry.is more or less the same as that of the joint
ventures----bringing guaranteed foreign markets to Hong Kong
and thus increasing total exports by a great amount.
16 Personal interview with Mr. Cardner, Jr. Chief
Accountant/Secretary, The Plastic Manufacturing Corp., Ltd.
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MARKETING RESEARCH
Marketing research is, in short, the examination of
potential products and uses in search of market opportunities.17
However, there is always a need for marketing research and for
a greater emphasis on all aspects of marketing in Hong Kong,
because the crientation of the Hong Kong economy is changing.
There are three major forces at work: 17
First, international competition in the sale of low-
wage productive potential is very keen.
Second, producers and sellers who offer only uniden-
tified and undifferentiated products made to the specifications
of the others often find themselves in a week position in
bargaining in the world markets.
Third,. the prosperity of the local market itself and
of other metropolitan centres in Asia is increasing.
However, perhaps the most important of all is that
industrial development in Hong Kong has reached a stage where
further increase and improvement in facilities demands greater
assurance of long-run market stability and profitability. Under
these circumstances, marketing research is badly needed in
Hong Kong.
Unfortunately, in Hong Kong, even the leading traditional
17Lee E. Proston, The Search for Market Opportunities,
The Hong Kong Manager, May/June 1967, pp. 12_13,
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trading firms do not conduct very much scientific marketing
research work. These firms, on the one hand, not only lack
the necessary qualified personnel but also the consciousness
and concept of marketing. On the other hand, in regard to
market research, Hong Kong firms are in a particularly tough
position because they are separated from their markets from
distance, language, and culture.
Although marketing research is underdeveloped in
Hong Kong, many market surveys in one form or another are
constantly undertaken by government agencies, exporters and
manufacturers. For example, both Department of Commerce and
Industry and Hong Kong Trade Development Council have established
their research sections although on a small scale only. The
senior staff of other organisations such as Hong Kong Exporters'
Association and-Federation of Hong Kong Industries often go
abroad for business visits. Likewise, many exporters and some
large manufacturers send out their own staff to carry out a
form of survey regularly. This type of survey is, however, more
practical and less theoretical and cannot produce as complete
as a professional job, but, in their opinion, is most helpful
and perfectly adequate for business purposes.
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CHAPTER iV
DIMENSIONS OF THE EXPORT MARKET
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the structure
of the Hong Kong toy export market. As a market may be segmented
by various criteria, say by value, quality, price or customer
of the product, it is desirable to analyse the market from every
corner. However, due to the limited data available, this chapter
approaches the market of Hong Kong toy exports by kind and by
country of destination.
EXPORT MARKET STRUCTURE BY KIND
KINDS OF TOYS EXPORTED
Generally speaking, Hong Kong exports every kind of
toys ranging from the simplest plastic rattles to the most
sophisticated space-age toys. Within this range are dolls, cars,
trains, boats, planes, inflatable toys, animals and novelties.
According to the Hong Kong Trade Statistics, which is
based on the Standard International Trade Classification prepared
by the United Nations Secretariat, all exported toys were
included in the item Toys and Games (including baby carriages,
playing cards) with the code number 899150 before the year 1959•
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from 1959 to 1963, toy exports were divided into four categories
as shown in Table k-1. From the year 1964 to 1968, the toy
exports were re-divided into 11 categories which are shown in
Table 4-2.
CLASSIFICATION OF TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
Plastic toys not containing electric motors account
for the largest part of the total toy export market and have
increased very rapidly during the past few years. Toys n.e.s.1
not containing electric motors rank as the second. Plastic dolls are
the third. Metal toys not containing electric motors and
plastic toys containing electric motors are the fourth and
the fifth. Dolls n.e.s. meet a slight decrease in 1968 as
compared with the 1967 figure and thus rank as the sixth.
Export of metal-toys containing electric motors drop to a very
small amount in 1968. Rubber toys also only acquire a very small
amount of the total exports. There were some exports of wheeled
toys designed to be ridden, rubber dolls and other toys, n.e.s.,
containing electric motors before 1967, yet they were too small
to be negligible.
Based on the Hong Kong Trade Statistics, the export
value of Hong Kong toys are compiled in the following tables.
Table 4-3 shows the annual total export value before 1959.
Table 4-4 shows the annual *export value by kind from 1959 to
1963. Table 4-5 shows the annual export value by kind from 1964
to 1968.
1Here n. e. s. means not elsewhere specified.
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TABLE 4-1
KINDS OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS
FROM 1959 TO 1963
Code Number Description
899153 Rubber toys and dolls
899154 Metal toys and dolls
899155 Plastic toys and dolls
a899159 Toys, dolls, games, n.e.s.
aHere tln.e.s.It means 'not elsewhere specified.
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong
Trade Statistics, 1959-1963
PERCENTAGE TABLE OF TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
In order to take a closer look at the structure of
the Hong Kong toy industry, analysis of the percentage composition
of toy exports serves as a good approach.
In 1968, plastic toys not containing electric motors
alone account for about 75 per cent of the total toy exports.
Together with plastic dolls and plastic toys containing electric
motors, of which shares of exports are 6.5 per cent and 3.4 per
cent respectively, these three plastic toy exports items account
for nearly 90 per cent of the total toy exports. Toys n.e.s. account
for 11 per cent in 1964 drop to 7 per cent at the end of 1968.
Metal toys, both containing and not containing electric motors,
also drop from more than 6 per cent in 1964 to less than 4 per
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TABLE 4-2
KINDS OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS
FROM 1964 TO 1968
Code Number Description





894231 Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
not containing electric motors
894233 Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
not containing electric motors
894234 Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
containing electric motors
894235 Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,
not containing electric motors
894236
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n. e. s. a,894237
not containing electric motors
894238 Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,
containing electric motors
aHere tin. e. s. tt means not elsewhere specifiedtt.




ANNUAL EXPORTS OF HONG KONG TOYS AND GAMES
FROM 1949 TO 1958











aExport value for 1949, 1950 1951 includes toys,
games and sports goods, except arms and ammunition.
bExport value from 1952 to 1958 includes toys, games,
baby carriages, and playing cards.
Source: Department of Commerce and Industry, Hong Kong Trade
Returns, 1949-1951, and Hong Kong Trade Statistics,
19 9-19589.
cent in 1968. The figure-of rubber toy exports is the smallest
and always below 1 per cent. (Table 4-6)
GROWTH RATE AND TRADE INDEX OF TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
To further analyse the dynamic aspect of the development
of the Hong Kong toy industry, the growth rate and index of the
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TABLE 4-4
HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
FROM 1959 TO 1963
Code Number Description 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963
899153 Rubber toys and dolls. 261a 187 1o8 12772
89915+ Metal toys and dolls 10,145 8,94o 14,3249,630 21,266
899155 Plastic toys and dolls 138,39975 ,188 99,735 113,951 170, 905
899159 Toys, dolls, games, n.e.s.b 1o,,5663,295 10,8645,367 18,029
Total: 88,891 114,920 133,566 163,664 310,229
aExport value in HK$1,000.
b Here 'gyn. e. s.' means not elsewhere specified.
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics, 1959-1963.
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TABLE 4-5
HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
FROM 1964 TO 1968
3e
Particulars
ber 196819671964 1965 1966
Toys, wheeled (designed to be210
ridden) 73
Dolls, rubber221 2
223 Dolls, plastic 15,323 25,985 27,325 51,532 49,257I
R29 Dolls, n.e.s. 15,476 26,869 29,188 15,932 6,357
sl
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,231
not containing electric motors 230 1,790 622 174 203.
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,233
not containing electric motors 16,770 9,307 8,533 9,369 28,4051
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,234
containing electric motors 2,008 1,835 305 560 99,
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,235
not containing electric motors 212,322 275,229 337,847 429,251 590,919
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,1236
containing electric motors 15, 261 19, 731 19, 90k 23,66o 25, 6Lf2!
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,a
`237
not containing electric motors 17,761 15,111 29,345 22,685 49,598
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,
1238
containing electric motors 12 6 15
TOTAL,:
295,171 375,866 453,123 553,168 750,48011
aHere n. e. s. means not elsewhere specified. t




PERCENTAGE TABLE OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
FROM 1964 TO 1968
de
Particulars
giber T9- 19 65 1966 19 67 1968
Toys, wheeled (designed to be210
ridden)
Dolls, rubber221
223 Dolls, plastic 5.15 6.91 6.03 9.31 6.56.
229 Dolls, n.e.s. 5.24 7.14 6.44 2.88 0.8411
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,231 i
not containing electric motors
.07 .47 .13 .03 .02'
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,233
not containing electric motors 5.68 2.47 1.88 1.69 3.78J
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,234
containing electric motors
.68 .48. o6 .10. o11
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,1235
not containing electric. motors 71-93 73.22 74.56 77.59 78.73
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,236
containing electric motors 5417 5.24 4.39 4.27 3.41
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,a237 6.oi 4.02 6.47 4.io 6,6o 11
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,E238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 400.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00111
aHere ttn. e. s. t means not elsewhere specifiedtt,
rce: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics,
1964-1968.
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export market are studied.
The growth rate is calculated based on the following
formula:
Export of this year- Export of last yearGrowth rate
Export of last year
However, this formula has one basic weakness. When the export
value of a certain item is relatively small for several years,
the growth rates tend to be fluctuating very radically. Only
when the initial export value'is substantial, and changes in
the figures from one year to another is relatively small, the
growth rate will have greater value and meaning for comparison.
Only the two plastic toy export items have positive
growth rates in the past several years (Table 4-7). Of these
two items, plastic toys not containing electric motors have
rather stable growth rates. Growth rate of plastic toys
containing electric motors comes the next, with an average at
20 per cent annually. The other items have both the positive
and the negative rates for the past several years.
Table 4-8 shows the indexes of toy exports by kind
from 1964 to 1968. The method of calculation is to use the
figure of 1964 as a base and then compare those export figures
of the subsequent years to the base year figure. This approach
is also subject to the same weakness of the growth rate approach.
As Table 4-8 shows, only plastic toys with an without
electric motors have increasing indexes, whereas exports of
other toys have been fluctuating or declining. The total toy
export of 1968 is 2.5 times of that of 1964.
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TABLE 4-7
GROWTH RATES OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
FROM 1964 TO 1968
I a Particulars
1964 19 6.5 1966 1967 1968lber




•2 23 69.5 5.1 88.5 -4.6,Dolls, plastic
Dolls, n.e.s. 73.6 8.6 -45.4 -60.1.229
678.2 -65.2 -72.0 16.6 iToys (excluding dolls), rubber,•231
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
.233
not containing electric motors
-44.5 -8.3 9.7 203.11
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
.234 A
containing electric motors -8.6 -83.3 83.6 -82.
i,Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,r235
not containing electric motors 29.6 22.7 27.0 37.6
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,1236
containing electric motors 29.2 .8 18.8 24.21)
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,Q3?
not containing electric motors
-14.9 94.1 -22.6 118.66p.
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,f23 8
containing electric motors 27.3 20,5
TOTAL: 27.3 20.5 22.0 35.6 1
aHere n. e. s. means not elsewhere specified.




INDEX OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS BY KIND
FROM 1964 TO 1968
ie Particulars
1964 19 65 1966 19 67 1968,per
Toys, wheeled (designed to be10
ridden)
Dolls, rubber?21
r' 23 Dolls, plastic 100 169 178 336 321
1
Dolls, n.e.s.?29 100 173 188 102 41
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,'?31
not containing electric motors 100 778 270 75 88
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
?3
not containing electric motors 100 55 50 55 169)!
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,?31+
containing electric motors 100 91 15 27 4
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,235
not containing electric motors 100 129 159 222 278.
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,
236 containing electric motors 100 129 130 155 168'
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,CL237
not containing electric motors 1 00 85 1 65 1 27 279
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,1238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 100 127 153 187 254
aHere n. e. s. means not elsewhere specified.
.rce: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics,
1964-1968.
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EXPORT MARKJT STRUCTURE BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
COUNTRIES IMPORTING TOYS FROM HONG KONG
Generally speaking, there are more than 120 countries
importing toys from Hong Kong. In other words, Hong Kong
toys receive wide asceptance all over the world. However,
not every kind of product is exported to all the countries,
From Table k-9, the number of countries to which each product
item is exported at the end of 1968 varies a.great deal.
CLASSIFICATION OF TOY EXPORTS BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
Another characteristic of Hong Kong toy exports is
that their value varies from one country to another. To
grasp a better understanding of the geographical distribution
of Hong Kong toy-exports, the export value to each individual
country are analysed in the following.
Table 4-10 shows the top 20 countries to which Hong
Kong toys are exported from 1965 to 1968. For detailed
information on the breakdown of the export value by kind as
well as by country of destination, please see Appendix IV.
As shown in Table 4-10, the largest export market for
Hong Kong toys is the United States. United Kingdom comes
next, followed by Canada, West Germany, Australia, Netherlands,
Venezuela, Japan, Italy, South Africa, etc., as of 1968.
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TABLE 4-9
NUMBER OF COUNTRIES IMPORTING TOYS FROM HONG KONG
AS AT THE END OF 1968
Description Number of countries
Dolls, plastic 85
Dolls, n.e.s. .23
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber, 26
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal, 61
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal, 7containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 123containing electric motors 3
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 68containing -electric motors
aToys(excludingd ll ),n.e. .,
not containing electric motors 91
Toys (excluding dolls, n.e.s.,
containing electrid motors 1
Total: 123
aHere n.e.s. means not elsewhere specified.
Source: Hhng Kong,Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong
Trade Statistics, December 1968
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TABLE 4-10
HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
FROM 1964 TO 1968
Country of Destination 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
453,123ALL COUNTRIES 295,171 375, 866 553,168 750,480
United States 135,171 177,504 205,549 411,681269,828
United Kingdom 100,909 108,520 122,58374, 96 7 77,507
17,839 22,417Canada 25,172 4o,60630,319
6,526 11,382West Germany 17,532 20,878 28,804
10,724 17,266 17,002 21,1+18 21,557Australia
Netherlands 6,428 8,998 12,811 13,355 13,218
Venezuela 4,882 6,434 10,195 12,8579,430
Japan 2,600 12,256737 4, 7063,852
Italy 4,928 6,922 8,7894, 326 9,265
South Africa 6,810 69867 8,4635,323 9,763
Belgium 4,1312,379 69195 66,933 7,821
Sweden 6,664 8,4983,917 5,925 7,134
Mexico 89 192 164 1,394 5,781
France 19832 1,111 2,483 2,874 4,709
Demark 1,398 3,280 3,411 3,796 3,838
Singapore 646 2,334 2,401 2,852 2,870
Switzerland 834 1,001 1,462 2,7834 76
Panama 844 1,41+9 2,267348 790
Philippines 1,519 2,158350 375 911
Note.: Export value in HK$1,000.
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics, 1964-1968.
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PERCENTAGE TABLE OF TOY EXPORTS BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
In order to understand the composition of toy exports
by country of destination more meaningfully, a table of
percentages is highly desirable. Table 4-il is compiled for
this purpose.
As shown in Table 4-11, the United States imported
more than half of the total Hong Kong toy exports at the end
of 1968. The United Kingdom, being the second largest market,
accounted for another 16 per cent. Canada, West Germany and
Australia followed, accounting for a total of more than 10 per
cent of the total export value. Another five countried, made
up of Netherlands, Venezuela, Japan, Italy and south Africa,
took another 8 per cent. As a result, more than 90 per cent
of the total toy exports went to the top ten largest importing
countries, with the rest 10 per cent being shared by more than
100 countries.
GROWTH RATE AND INDEX OF TOY EXPORTS BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
Table 4-12 shows the growth rate of toy exports by
couktry of destination. The method of calculation is also
based on the following formula:
Export of this year- Export of last yearGrowth rate
Export of this year.,.
As has been discudsed earlier, this method of calculation is
subject to one basic weak point, which may prohibit or reduce
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TABLE 4-ll
PERCENTAGE TABLE OF TOY EXPORTS BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
FROM 1964-TO 1968
Country of destination 1964 1965 1966 196 7 1978




United Kingdom 25.4 20.6 22.3 1g.6 16.3
Canada 6.o 5.9 5.6 5.5 5.4
West Germany 2.2 3.0 3.9 3.8 3.8
Australia 4.53.6 3.8 2.83.9
Netherlands 2.1 2.3 2.9 2'4 1.7




Italy 1.5 1.51.3 1.6 1.2
South Africa 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.8 1.1
Belgium
.8 1.0 1.3 '. 1.2 1.0





.6 .2 .5 .5 .6
Denmark
.4 .8 .7 .6 •5
Singapore
.2 .6 •5 •5 •3
Switzerland







aBase figures in HK$1,000.
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics, 196Lf-1968.
46.7%
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the meaningfulness for comparison among the growth rates of
different export markets.
Inspite of this indigenous weakness, as shown in
Table 4-12, the growth rates vary substantially from year to
year as well as from country to country, and therefore it is
not easy to generalise the dynamics of the export markets.
However, generally speaking, toy exports to all countries
are increasing steadily and substantially from year to year.
Table 4-13 shows the index of toy exports by country
of destination. As can beeneen, the indexes of toy exports
by country of destination are relatively high. In comparison,
the top ten biggest markets have smaller indexes than the rest
of the markets.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIMENSIONS
An export market certainly has its own characteristics.
From the foregoing analysis of Hong Kong toy exports by kind
and by country of destination, the following significant points
are drawn.
INCREASE IN EXPORT ITEMS
Begore 1959, exported toys were included in only one
single item in the Hong Kong Trade Statistids. From 1959 to
1963, toy exports were devided into four items and again from
1964 to 1968, the four items were expanded into 11 items.
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TABLE 4.12
GROWTH RATE OF TOY EXPORT BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
FROM 1964 TO 1968
Country of Destination 1965 1966 1967 1968
OVERALL 27.3 20.5 20.0 35.6
United States 15.730.8 31.2 52.5
Canada 25.3 12.2 20.1+ 33.9




Netherlands 42.3 -1-.039.9 4* 2
Venezuela 46.531.7 8.1 26.1
Japan 252.7 160. L+48.1 22.1
Italy 13.9 40.4 26.9 5.4
South Africa 1+2.127.9
-13.3.7
Belgium 49.973.6 11.9 12.8
Sweden L+3.3
-16.011.070.1
Mexico 115.7 291.5.85.4 31+.7
France
-39.3 123.4 15.7 62.8
Denrpark 134.6 11.23.9 1.1.
Singapore 261.3 6.2 1l# .9 .6
Switzerland L+6,020.075.2 90.3
Panama 127.0 6.8 71.6 54
Philippines 142.97.1 66.7 k2,0
United Kingdom 3.3 30.1 12.97.0
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics, 1964-1968.
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TABLE 4-13
INDEX OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
FROM 1964 TO 1968
Country of Destination 1964 1965 1966 196 7 1968
-c-0ALL COUNTRIES 100 127 153 ,254410
United States 100 130 151 198 303
.100United Kingdon 103 134 144 163
Canada 100 126 141 169 227
West Germany 100 174 268 441319
Australia 100 161 158 199 201
Netherlands 100 139 199 207 205
Venezuela 100 131 193 208 263
Japan 100 638 1662352 522
Italy 100 113 160 203 214
South Africa 100 127 129 183 158
Belgium 100 173 260 291 328
Sweden 100 170 151 216 182
Mexico 100 215 4oo 64951566
France 100 60 135 156 257
Denmark 100 234 243 271 2 74
Singapore 100 441 444361 384
Switzerland 100 175 210 307 584
Panama 100 227 242 416 651
Philippines 100 107 260 434 616
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics, 1964-68,
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RAPID INCREASE IN EXPORT VALUE
The export value of toys has been increasing very
rapidly, especially since 1959, at an average growth rate of
25 per cent annually. Consequently, the export value of 1968
is 8.5 times of that of 1959•
DOMINANCE OF PLASTIC TOYS IN TOTAL TOY EXPORTS
Of the total toy exports, plastic toys play a dominant
role. If the three plastic items, i.e. plastic toys with electric
motors, plastic dolls, and plastic toys without electric
motors, are taken together, then this single plastic item will
account for more than 90 per cent of the total toy exports. It
follows that Hong Kong has only the plastic toy industry but
not the toy industry.
INSIGNIFICANCE OF EXPORTS OF TOYS CONTAINING ELECTRIC MOTORS
The exports of toys containing electric motors have
been very small and growing very slowly. Although there are
three electric toy items, i.e. metal toys containing electric
motors, plastic toys containing electric motors and toys n.e.s.
containing electric motors, the plastic toys containing electric
motors accounted for most of the exports.
INSIGNIFICANCE OF METAL TOY EXPORTS
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Sports of metal toys have been very small. In
1964, exports of metal toys not containing electric motors
were HK$16-millions. In the following three years, this
figure dropped to about HK$9millions and then recovered in
1968 by an increase up to HK$28millions. But still this
figure is very small in comparison with that of plastic toy
exports. Exports of metal toys containing electric motors
have dropped from HK$2millions in 1964 to HK$99,000 in 1968.
WORLD SPREAD OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORT MARKETS
At the end of 1968, in spite of the high concentration
of exports to certain countries, Hong Kong toys were exported
to more than 100 countries or regions in the world. This
number of markets by country of destination shows the established
distribution channels developed by the Hong Kong exporters and
toy manufacturers.
CONCENTRATION OF TOY EXPORTS TO CERTAIN COUNTRIES
Up to the end of 1968, Hong Kong toys have been mainly
exported to certain countries. Consequently the top ten largest
markets account for more than 90 per cent of the total toy
exports and this trend seems to continue in the years to come.
The main markets can be classified into the following
groups:
1. The United States, the largest market and accounting
for 1+6 per cent of the total toy exports in 1963 and 54 per cent
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in 1968,
2. The slowest growing market, i.e. the Commonwealth
countries, mainly made up of the United Kingdom, Canada and
Australia.
3. The two fastest growing morkets: West Germany
and Japan.
4. Venezuela and South Africa, the two largest markets
for Hong Kong toys in Latin America and Africa.
SMALL EXPORTS TO THE WESTREN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
Comparatively speaking, Hong Kong toy exports to the
Western European countries are not very large. At the end of
1968, toy exports to eight major countries in Western Europe
accounted only for 10 per cent of the total toy exports. The
reason for the smallness of exports is due to lack of established
good business connections between Hong Kong exporters and
European importers.
ABSENCE OF EXPORTS TO THE COMMUNIST COUNTRIES
One significant feature of Hong Kong toy exports is
absence of exports to the Communist countries in the world.
This is due to political reasons as well as lack of established
business relations between Hong Kong exporters and importers
in these countries.
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OVERALL INCREASE IN EXPORTS TO EVERY COUNTRY
Generally speaking, there is an overall increase in
toy exports to every country. But in the long run, it is likely
that the major markets, espedially the United States, will account
for more and more share of the total exports, as a small percentage
increase in toy exports to these markets will account for a




In view of the lack of market information in foreign
countries it is very difficult to grasp the market situation
of Hong Kong toy exports in international competition. This
is especially true with the fact that Hong Kong.is so far away
from its overseas markets. The discussion which follows is
therefore based largely on the Commodity Trade Statistics
published by the United Nations.
ROLE OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS IN INTERNATIONAL TOY TRADE
To assess the role of Hong Kong toy exports in the
international toy trade, the following criteria may serve as
good indicators.
KINDS OF TOYS EXPORTED
As mentioned in Chapter IV, Hong Kong toy exports
are mainly made up of plastic toys without electric motors.
In the world trade, however, although no accurate data are
available, toy trade includes a variety of toys such as wheeled
toys, rubber toys, soft toys, metal toys, plastic toys, wooden
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toys, etc. The Hong Kong toy industry, therefore, has
specialised or concentrated in one or only two kinds of toy
exports in the world trade.
PRICE RANGES
Another characteristic of the Hong Kong toy exports
is that a great proportion of the toys exported tend to fall
within cheap price ranges, whereas the advanced countries such
as the United States, West Germany and the United Kingdom are
domination the export market of high price toys.
PRODUCT SOPHISTICATION
Since Hong Kong exports mainly simple plastic toys
without electric motors, only a small portion of exported
toys are of a 41ghly sophisticated nature. However, in the
world market, there is an ever existing and increasing demand
for highly sophisticated mechanical toys which are being met
by toymakers in Japan as well as in other advanced countries.
EXPORT VOLUME
Perhaps the best approach to rank Hong Kong toy
exports in the international toy trade is to compare its
total toy exports to those figures of other major toy exporting
countries in the world. As shown in Table 5-l, which is based
on Commodity Trade Statistics published by the United Nations,
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TABLE 5-1
ROLE OF HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS IN INTERNATIONAL TOY TRADE
19671965 19661964Country
158,934 214,848141,782133,971Japan
85, 43881, 4o167,102Hong Kong 52,403






6,731 6,988Netherlands 7,616 7,069
6,532 6,9192,542Canada 5,912
4, 234296810Taiwan 5.904
Belgium-Luxembourg 4,2413,428 3,699 3,877
2,Q05 4,06Spain 3,949 3,714
2,6982,181Austria 3,122 3,526
Swden 1,893 2,227 3,070 3,442
1,679 2,8432,380 2,894Australia
2,843 2,499 2,223Switzerland 2, 783
19232865 1,235Norway 7k0
aThis figure is calculated from Hong Kong Trade
Statistics. In 1967, the total export of the item 894.2 is
HK$512,628,000, which is approximately US$85,438,000. All the
export figures are in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Commodity Trade Statistics, 1964-1967.
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Hong Kong is the second largest toy exporting country in the
world, second only to Japan. The other main toy exporting
countries are respectively the United States, West Germany, the
United Kingdom, Italy, France, Denmark, etc.
IMPORT STRUCTURE OF SELECTED COUNTRIES
For further analysis of international market competition
import structure of each toy importing country is studied in
order to locate the situation of Hong-Kong toys in the individual
market,
SELECTION OF THE COUNTRIES
Ten countries are selected for this special study.
They are the United States, West Germany, the United Kingdom,
France, Netherlands, Canada, Sweden, Belgium-Luxembourg, Italy
and Switzerland. They are the top ten largest toy importing
countries in the world, as shown in Table 5-2.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IMPORT STRUCTURE OF THE SELECTED COUNTRIES
The following are some of the characteristics of the
toy import structures of the main toy importing countries:
The market share of Hong Kong toys varies from one
country to another, ranging from 1.8 per cent in France to 42-,q
per cent in the United Kingdom.
The market share of Hong Kong toys is always smaller
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TABLE 5-2
TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964-1967
1964 1965 1966 1967Country
88,196 96,178 106,341 125,244United States
28,498 4o,144 46,020 64,639West Germany
45,632 46,597United Kingdom 52,813 54,439
26,254 27,026 32,894 36,724France
18,739 23,944 27,804 29,301Netherlands
22,594 23,753 27,620Canada 24, 375
Sweden 14,977 19,614 17,066 21,060
Belgium-Luxembourg 14,979 17,650. 19,467 20,271
12,201Italy 12,190 18,594 19, 402
13,147 15,135 15,479 18,248Switzerland
Australia 9,998 14,356 13,999 15,101
8.5o4 13.913Japan 12,199 12,084
81650Denmark 7,344 9,518 10,785
6,601 8,571 10,330 10,394Austria
4,073 4,353 4,183 4,986Norway
4,291 4,2602,582Finland 3,202
4,142 4,173Ireland 3,7353,718
896 1,517 2,083 2,021Spain
1,458 1,727 1,497 1,259New Zealand
4,269Singapore 3,264 5,143
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Commodity Trade Statistics, 1964-1967.
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than that of Japan, except in the United Kingdom.
In the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada,
the toy import market is dominated by two or three countries
whereas in the European countries the market is relatively
equally shared by the top ten foreign suppliers.
In the United States and the United Kingdom, the
market is dominated by Japan and Hong Kong, whereas in the
European countries, the main suppliers are usually the neigh-
bouring countries of the importing country.
The toy import by country of origin of the top ten
toy importing countries in 1967 are shown in Appendix V. The
following are some of the characteristics of the toy import
structure of each individual country:
In the United States, Japan accounts for 45 per
cent of the total market, Hong Kong 24 per cent and the United
Kingdom 10 per cent. The market shares of Hong Kong and the
United Kingdom are rising whereas that of Japan is declining.
In Germany, the market was relatively equally shared
by the top ten suppliers. Italy accounted for 17 per cent in
1967, Japan 15 per cent and the United Kingdom 13 per cent.
Share of Hong Kong was only around 6 per cent.
In the United Kingdom, Hong Kong accounted for 43
per cent of the imported toy market in 1967, the United States
21 per cent and Japan about only 10 per cent.
In France, Hong Kong only obtained a market share of
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1.8 per cent in 1967, but the figure has been increasing. On
the other hand, United States share has declined from 30
per cent in 1964 to 10 per cent in 1967. Both German and
Italian shares are increasing, accounting for 23 per cent and
28 per cent respectively in 1967.
In Netherlands, the largest supplier was West Germany,
with a market share of 30 per cent. Italy stood the next with
the share at 11 per cent. The rest of the market was shared by
Hong Kong, Belgium-Luxembourg, France, Denmark, East Germany
and Japan.
In Canada, the United States has been the largest
supplier, with a declining market share of 45 per cent in 1964
and 37 per cent in 196?. Shares of Japan, Hong Kong and the
United Kingdom were 22 per cent, 14 per cent and 13 per cent
respectively in 1967. The rest suppliers only shared a very
small percentage of the market.
In Sweden, the United Kingdom and West Germany were
two main suppliers, each obtaining a one fifth of the market.
Japan's share of the market was 12 per cent whereas share
of Hong Kong was only 4 per cent in 1967.
In Belgium and Luxembourg, the main suppliers were
West Germany,-Italy and France, accounting for a total of half
of the market, with the other half being shared by other
countries. Share of Hong Kong has been increasing from 3 per
cent in 1964 to 5 per cent in 1967.
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In Italy, the United States and West Germany have
been the two largest suppliers, accounting for 26 per cent and
20 per cent of the market respectively. Japan ranked as the
third with a declining share from 19 per cent in 1964 to 13
per cent in 1967. France and Hong Kong ranked as the fourth
and the fifth, with the figures at 10 per cent and 8 per cent
respectively.
In Switzerland, West Germany obtained one quarter
of the import market, with Italy, the United Kingdom and
France being the other main suppliers. Hong Kong only accounted
for about 2 per cent of the market.
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS AND THEIR COMPETITIVENESS
The purpose of this section is to locate the
international competitors of the Hong Kong toy exports and
the nature and degree of their competitiveness. It is hoped
that this will provide a better understanding of the international
competition in the toy trade.
SELECTION OF INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS
In this analysis of international competitors, the
term bears the meaning that the toy exporter in other countries
or the other toy exporting country which the Hong Kong toymakers
always meet and compete with in any toy market in the world,
Table 5-3 shows a bird's eyeview on international toy
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trade and presents information on the largest ten toy importing
countries in the world and the origins of their toy imports by
country on the one hand, and the main toy exporting countries
in the world and their major markets on the other hand. Hence,
as shown in Table 5-3, the main foreign competitors of the
Hong Kong toymakers are Japan, the United States, West Germany,
Italy and the United Kingdom.
However, these countries are not be competing with
Hong Kong directly in the same peoduct ranges, because they
mainly export high-priced and highly sophisticated mechanical
and electric toys which Hong Kong is unable to produce at the
present time. On the other hand, the toy industries in Taiwan,
South Korea and Singapore are developing so rapidly and producing
more or less the same products produced by Hong Kong that they
may be the potential competitors in the near future.
TOY INDUSTRY IN INTERNATIONAL COMPETING COUNTRIES
To analyse further the international competitors it
is necessary to take a look on the structure of the toy industry
in each of the countries so as to find out the structural
difference among the toy industries in Hong Kong and in other
countries. Also, this approach will give some idea about the
product ranges that the main international competitors are now
exporting. However, in view of the lack of data, only the toy
industries in Japan, the United Kingdom and Taiwan are studied
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TABLE
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS IN TOY TRADE 1967
SwitzerNether-Export- Importing Belgium-UnitedWest TotalCanada Italy SwedenFranceU.S.A. landing to lands LuxembourgKingdomfrom German
65,806U.S.A. 1,3301,47o11,2008,764 9453,966 708 10,366 5099
4,3834,101West Germany 8,7621,620 65, 7997,2999,165 596 3, 9467,995
4,,504 1,4621,657United Kingdom 2,4576,29513,356 59,8823,338 3, 715 1,219
16,6361,181835 1,867 2,782France 4,374 1,995737
1,061 1,769Netherlands 7,0193,236 588
6,919803Canada 1,898
46,4111, 8131919711,464 1,638 10,379 1,009Italy 3,k15.3,4075,059
4,2414731,098 1,6141,297Belg-Luxembourg
4581,073 1,699 85,4384,148 693 1,68323,408 2,310Hong Kong 3,99131,099
1,294Mexico
1,009Ireland 383









1,,878 214,84819792 2,6546,204 2,50056, 692 2,8862,7349,820 5,462Japan
19+59 177China, Taiwan
20,271 21,060 18,248125,244 64,639 54,439 36,724 29,301 27,620 19,402TOTAL
Note: Export and Import Value in HK$1, 000.
Source: United Nations, Commodity Trade Statistics 1967.
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here. Nevertheless, each of these three countries plays a
different role in international competition. Japan is Hong
Kong's main competitor, but its plastic toy industry is now
giving way to Hong Kong plastic toys. The United Kingdom is
an established market for Hong Kong toys and its domestic
production of cheap plastic toys is being substantially
affected in price competition with import from Hong Kong.
Taiwan's toy industry is just at its infant stage but appears
to be a potential and strong competitors with the Hong Kong
toy industry.
Toy Industry in Japan
The toy industry in Japan recovered rapidly from
war destruction. Using toy exports as an indicator, as shown
in Table 5-4, the volume has been increasing steadily since 1947,
but in recent years the growth rate has slowed down.
The toy industry in Japan is made up of many kinds of
products, including metal toys, paper toys, wooden toys, rubber
toys, celluloid toys, plastic toys, glass toys, ceranic toys,
textile fabric toys, wheeled toys, etc. Plastic toys account
for only about 14 per cent of the total output in toy industry
in 1967. Table 5-5 shows the output of toys in Japan from 1962
to 1967.
Japan's toy exports by kind contained more than twenty
items in 1967, of which plastic toys only accounted for two items
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TABLE 5-4
TOY EXPORTS OF JAPAN FROM 1947 TO 1967























Note: Export value in US$1,000.
Source: Japan Toy Inspection Bureau.
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TABLE 5-5
OUTPUT OF TOYS IN JAPAN
Commodity 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
Metal 64,99752,146 54,,o62 57,306 71,725 78,897
Paper 6,185 6,229 6.25065,855 5,917 7,467
Wooden 6,0685,773 5,549 5,271 5,778 7,044
Rubber 2,986 2,775 2,9443,083 3,912 3,753
Celluloid 829 688904 8 74 754 578
15,586 16,791 20,288 22,278 28,111Artificial plastic 34,194
Class 876 889971 858913 903
Ceramic 6,146 6,5o8 89200 8,255 72759 7,890
Textile fabric 8,272 8,025 10, 222 11,9649,337 13,978
Wheeled for baby 4,232 4,643 5, 472 6,9065,109 5,941
Dolls 14,846 23,637 26,307 28,861 28,389 34,175
Toys for Christmas and Easter 7,389 11,8067,837 16,102 18,2899,561
Glass Ball 1,662 1,318 11.186 1,222 1,333 1, 45o
Others 149458 14,1o1+ 17,348 18,327 19,816 21,450
TOTAL 141, 556 154,84o 168,98o 187,722 209,157 236,917
Note: Output value in US$1,000.
Source: Japan External Trade Recovery Organisation.
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and shared only a small portion of the total exports. Hence,
Japan does not compete very hard with Hong Kong in the line
of plastic toys, or Japan's exports of plastic toys have been
beaten by Hong Kong toymakers due to its high production cost
in Japan.1
For detailed information on Japan's toy exports, see
Table 5-6.
Toy Industry in the United Kingdom2
The toy industry in the United Kingdom is made up of
a large number of small companies led by a handful of large
companies. Many of the small firms concentrate on one product
alone.
Toy production, exports and imports have been increasing
very rapidly after the Second World War. As shown in Table 5-7,
in 1946 total production amounted £17,43 million whereas in 1967
the figure reached £63.55 millions. Exports and Imports of toys
have also increased from 93.18 millions and £0.10 millions in
1946 to £18.54 millions and 913,82 millions in 1967.
However, it can be seen from Table 5-8, that metal toys
and plastic toys held the greater part of the market with die-cast
metal toys continuing to show a remarkable growth.
Toy exports of the United Kingdom seem to continue to
1Interview with Mr. Masao Koizumi, Representative,
Japan Trade Center, Hong Kong.
ZThis section is mainly based on 'Review of the
Kingdom Toy Industry' by Tustain L'Estrange, October 1968nited
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TABLE 5-6
TOY EXPORTS OF COMMODITY BY COUNTRY OF JAPAN, 1967
Kinds of toys Export value
Wheeled toys 1,032
Dolls of textile fabric 4, 485
Dolls of ceramic 1, 794
Dolls, n.e.s.a 12,046
Parts and accessories of dolls 4,772
Toys of paper 2,881
Toys of wooden 2,608
Toys of textile fabirc 91878
Toys of rubber 2,266
Toys of glass 532
Toys of ceramic
.6,088
Toys of metal (friction type) 10,812
Toys of metal (mechanical type) 9,287
Toys of metal (electric type) 10,912
Electric motors for toys 5,628
Toys of metal 5,147
Toys of celluloid 395
Toys of vinyl chloride 6,774
Toys of artifical plastic materia.s, n.e.s. 3,943
Pianos for toys 1,482
Constructional toys of artifical plastic materials 789
Constructional toys, n.e.s. 147
Working model and toys, n.e.s. 49079
Parts and accessories of working model or toys, n.e.s. 4,238
aHere n. e. s. means not elsewhere specified.
bExport value in US$1,000.
Source: Japan External Trade Recovery Organisation.
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TABLE 5-7
ANNUAL PRODUCTION, EXPORT AND IMPORT OF BRITISH TOYS
Year Total Production Exports Imports
3, 00 0. 45 4.72
1931945 0.4c7.70 0.04
19 46 17.43 0.103.18
1947 16.96 0.203.7c
1948 18.74 4.29 0.25
1949 22,07 4.24 0.47
1950 23.83 6.13 0.76
1951 25.30 7.44 1.47
1952 24.11 0.805.43
1953 26.81 6.07 1.00
1954 6.6430.42 1.41
1955 6.8o32.24 1.85
1956 34.12 7.16 1.92
1957 35.85 7.45 2.41
1958 35.70 7.38 2.55
1959 8.oo36.10 3.19
1960 40.56 9.25 5.23
1961 42.14 9.52 5.93
1962 42.24 10.73. 7.28
1963 44,84 11.76 8.42
1964 49.15 13.02 10.94
1965 59.07 14.95 11.24
1966 65.23 16.35 13.85
1967 63.55 18.54 13.82
Note: All values in millions of Z.
Source: British Toy Manufacturers Association, Limited.
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TABLE 5-8
OUTPUT OF BRITISH TOY INDUSTRY
Kinds of Toys 1965 1966 1967
Games 4,127 4,7325,399
Carnival 1,444 1,171 1,235
Wheeled Toys 6,218 69508 6,683
Dolls 4,298 4,1225,214
Soft Toys 2,633 2,447 2,217
Metal Toys 18,41o16, 705 20,266
Mechanical 802 836 384
Die Cast 11,612 13,718 16, 068
Other 4,291 3,586 3,814
Plastic Toys 11+,215 16,194 14,449
Mechanical 4,7113,538 k,767
Other 10,677 11,x+83 10,793
Rubber-Toys 1,277 1,361 1,115
Wooden Toys 1,828 1,897 2,332
Paper/Board Toys 891 k5o 388
All Other Toys 6, 874 7,617 6, 742
Total 60,510 66,398 64,391
Note: Output value in 91,000.
Source: Tustain L'Estrange, Review of The U.K.-Toy Industry,
October, 1968.
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grow at an encouraging rate, particularly of die-cast toys and
plastic toys. The main markets were the Common Market, North
America and Australia. The following points are the characteristics
of the U.K. toy exports:
i. Sixty per cent of the die-cast toy production is exported
and this percentage is rising.
ii. Some 60 per cent of the total exports are made up of die-
cast toys.
iii. The North American market potential remains substantial
and signs are that U. K. manufacturers are taking full advantage
of this.
iv. Export, devaluation assisted, could well continue to
increase in the years to come.
Toy import market of around £14m, is substantial and
mainly made up (z6-7m-) of plastic, mechanical and non-mechanical
toys, with dolls at just over 93 millions making up the greater
part of the rest. Imports from Japan and Hong Kong amounted to
almost £10 millions in 1967, including practically all the doll
imports and over two-thirds of the plastics. Total imports from
Canada and America only just exceeded $1 million, the majority of
which were plastic non-mechanical toys.
The following points are characteristics of toy imports
of the United Kingdom:
i. Imports continue to show a sharp rate of increase with
consequential benefits to the importers.
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ii. The British plastic toy manufacturers tend to be un-
competitive in the cheap ranges, and have largely abandoned the
efforto
iii. Competition is increasing from Hong Kong
iv. The United Kingdom is still the only country which
seriously produces die-cast metal toys although competition in
1969 may well be much more severe, particularly from America.
Toy Industry in Taiwan
The toy industry in Taiwan is just at its infant stage.
However, the industry produces a variety of toys including wooden
toys, plastic toys, bamboo toys, metal toys, rubber toys, textile
fabric toys, etc. Most of the products are cheap and simple.
As is the case in Hong Kong, nearly 90 per cent of the
total output is plastic toys, which are in turn mainly made up
of P.V.C. inflatable toys, accounting for about 80 per cent of
the total exports.
Unlike the case in Hong Kong or Japan, the toy industry
in Taiwan is mainly domestic-oriented. Hence, as shown in Table
5-9, in 1964 and 1965, the annual export value of toys is very
small, especially when compared with the figures of Hong Kong or
Japan, the figure is insignificant. But in 1966 and 1967, the
export figure suddenly rose up to US$4 millions and US$5 millions.
3This section is primarily based on 'Survey Report on
Taiwan's Toy Industry' conducted by the Industrial Development and
Investment Center, Taiwan, Republic of China. 1966.
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TABLE 5-9
TOY EXPORTS OF CHINA, TAIWAN
Country of Destination 1964 1965 1966 1967
TOTAL 81o 296 41234 5,904
United States 491 120 2,672 32796
Canada 189 246





Hong Kong 156 221
Philippines 224
Japan 1 47
Note: Export value in US$1,000.
Source: Commodity Trade Statistics, United Nations, 1964-1967.
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This increase is completely due to the fact that two large American
toy manufacturers established their subsidiaries in Taiwan and thus
brought forth export markets. As a consequence, more than 60 per
cent of the toys is exported to the United States, with Singapore,
Netherlands, Candda, etc. as the minor markets.
On the other hand, the toy industry in Taiwan is facing
more problems than the toy industry in Hong Kong. In addition to
shortage of skilled labour, lack of original design and higher cost
of raw materials, a very basic problem is lack of trade relations,
marketing experience and promotional activities of the manufacturers,
exporters or government agencies. Thus, Taiwan does not appear to
be a keen competitor with Hong Kong toy-makers in the near future.
COMPETITIVENESS OF THE COMPETITORS
Generally speaking, Hong Kong toys are very competitive
in overseas markets. However, they are 'competitive' only within
their product segments, and price and quality are the two main
concerns. As stated by a leading local toymaker, Hong Kong toys
are of good quality and at cheap price, and the advanced countries
cannot produce toys at Hong Kong cost whereas the underdeveloped
countries cannot produce toys with Hong Kong quality.4 The present
situation is that Hong Kong toys are enjoying widespread market
acceptance in overseas and only Japan appears to be the main com-
petitor at the present time.
Personal interview with Mr. R.C. Gardner Jnr., Chief
Accountant/Secretary, The Plastic Manufacturers Corp. Ltd., Hong
Kong.
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Although Hong Kong toys and Japanese toys are in keen
competition in overseas markets, generally speaking, Japanese toys
are more sophisticated, with better quality and at higher price,
whereas Hong Kong toys are most simple products at lower price with
lower quality. However, most foreign traders reported that trade
margin from Hong Kong toys is higher than that from Japanese toys.5
On the other hand, there are also some unfavorable comments
from foreign customers on Hong Kong toy exporters and these comments
can be considered as weaknesses which may affect expansion of Hong
Kong toy exports substantially. One of the basic issues is that
delivered goods sometimes do not correspond to the samples. Also,
the stringency of Hong Kong payment terms is felt to be one of the
severest checks to an expansion of trade. Too, late shipments raise
much troubles to foreign traders. In all the problems mentioned
above, Japanese toy-makers are offering better terms and hence are
in a better situation.
As mentioned earlier, the other main toy exporting countries
are the United States, West Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy, etc.
In a broad sense, these countries are the international competitors
with Hong Kong toys. However, these countries do not compete with
Hong Kong directly in the same product ranges. Rather, the geog-
raphical locations, traditional trade relationships and technological
know-how of these countries constitute the vital competing factors
with the Hong Kong toy exports.
1967. Research reports from Hong Kong Trade Development Council,
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The best illustration of the impact of geographical
locations on toy exports can be drawn from the case of the European
countries. As previously pointed out, in the European countries the
toy import market is usually shared by the neighbouring countries.
This situation can be traced back to the common cultural background
of these countries and their traditional trade relationships, plus
of course the low transportation cost and absence of tariffs and
quotas among the European countries.
Lack of technological know-how is another factor limiting
the degree of sophistication of Hong Kong toys. For example, in the
United States, there is an increasing demand for scientific toys and
educational toys which are all very sophisticated and complicated
products. The Hong Kong toy industry, due to lack of technological
know-how, is unable to produce these highly-sophisticated products
and thus is unable to expand the export market along these lines.
THE UNDERDEVELOPED AND UNEXPLORED MARKETS
The purpose of this section is to discuss the 'market
potential' for Hong Kong toys in the world trade. Here the term
'market potential' is interpreted in a general sense as meaning
total opportunity-----that 'world' or 'universe' that represents
the total number of possible sales.6
The discussion is divided into two sections. The first
deals with the underdeveloped markets and the second the unexplored
markets.
6Willian F. O'Dell, The Marketing Desision , (New York:.
American Management Association, Inc., 1968) page 222.
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THE UNDERDEVELOPED MARKETS
The term eunderdevelopede is always associated and
identified with the emerging countries---the countries with less
developed economies. Here it is borrowed and used together with
the term 'market' to mean a market which is not yet fully exploited
by the Hong Kong toy manufacturers.
The following are two criteria for judging the 'under-
developednesse of an individual national market:
a. Share of Hong Kong toys in the total toy imports.
b. Share of Hong Kong toys in the total domestic toy
consumption.
Judging from the first criterion, we can see from
Table 5-10 that the United Kingdom is the most 'developed' market,
followed by the United States, Australia, and Canada. The rest of
the countries are then less developed or underdeveloped markets.
Judging from the second criterion, it is likely that even
the largest markets for Hong Kong toys are still underdeveloped, in
view of the large domestic toy consumption in these countries versus
the toy imports from Hong Kong. (see Table 5-11).
THE UNEXPLORED MARKETS
The term 'unexplored markets is also very difficult to
define. However, the very basic definition is 'any country to
which Hong Kong does not export toys'.
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TABLE 5-10
SHARE OF HONG KONG TOYS IN THE TOTAL TOY IMPORT IN
SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964-TO 1967
Country 1964 1965 1966 1967
United Kingdom 39.0 31.8 45.4 42.9
United States 17.0 21.0 23,0 24.0
Australia 17.1 23.7 22.2 24.3
Canada 12.0 14.0 13.6 14.4
Italy 6.0 8,1 7.6 8.6
Swe den 5.3 7.8 8.5 8.0
Netherlands 5.3 5.8 8.0 7.8
West Germany 5.2 6.0 7.9 6.4
Belgium-Luxembourg 3.2 3.8 4.9 5.2
France
.5 .8 1.5 1.8
Switzerland 1.6 1.8 2.2 2.5




TOY IMPORT FROM HONG KONG VERSUS TOTAL DOMESTIC TOY CONSUMPTION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES IN 1967
Production Consumption ImportExports Imports
Value fromCountries (Retailer's.(FOB) (CIF) Value) Hong KongOutput (FOB)
251,550United States 2,881134 34.25
236Japan 151 22 0.64238
65West Germany 186 45 2.92316
England 177 16.8151 37 316
France 117 16 o,4124432
48Italy 107 0.9814 147
Note: Import value in Million US$. Import from Hong Kong is calculated based on
Hong Kong Trade Statistics.
Source: Japan Toy Inspection Bureau.
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By this definition, there are still many 'unexplored markets'.
In 1968, Hong Kong had business with 161 countries or regions in
the world, and of these countries or regions, only 123 imported
toys from Hong Kong, while the remaining 38 countries did not import
Hong Kong toys. Table 5-12 shows the names of these countries.
There are two characteristics of these 'unexplored markets'.
Firstly, more than 10 of the 38 are Communist countries in Eastern
Europe and Far East. The reason for lack of business connections is
political more than economic. Secondly, more than 15 are new and
small countries in Africa. The reason for small imports of toys
from Hong Kong is likely due to low income level in these countries.
Another conceptual definition of the term 'unexplored
market' can be 'the market for which Hong Kong toys are not originally
produced'. By this definition, it is also very difficult to classify
a market exactly-as to which kind of market it belongs. Generally
speaking, Hong Kong manufacturers usually produce against
orders of which most are from the United States, the United Kingdom,
Germany, etc. As a result, toys exported to the underdeveloped
countries are not iriginally produced for them, as reflected by the
fact that in Africa 98 per cent of Hong Kong toys are purchased by
Europeans and Asians in that order.?
Therefore, by this conceptual definition, only the advanced
countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia and the Western European countries are the 'explored markets',
whereas the rest of the countries still remain 'unexplored'.
71nformation directly from Mr. G.J. Connington, Resident
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In summary, the toy industry in Hong Kong has been
growing very fast during the past ten years. However, there is
only a handful of large manufacturers with hundreds of small
manufacturers scattered throughout the Colony. As the main pro-
ducts are plastic toys, most manufacturers consider to be in the
plastic toy industry rather than the toy industry.
The production process is mainly composed of heating,
moulding, and assembling. Raw materials are mainly from Japan,
the United States and Canada. Labour supply is in shortage and is
,a main problem at the present time as well as in the future. There
is lack of new designs and it is due to either high cost of designing,
lack of qualified designers, short product life cycle, or easy
infringement from as well as by other manufacturers.
Generally speaking, most of the toy manufacturers lack a
marketing concept while some are really conscious about marketing,
actually they are thinking about marketing of their production
capacity rather than the product itself. Distribution is mainly
through the classical channel that is, from the manufacturers through
the local exporters and the foreign importers to the final consumers.
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Promotional activities in overseas by individual manufacturers are
very restricted, while the Hong Kong Trade Development Council is
promoting the industry as a whole by participating in the Nerumberg
Toy Fair in this year and the last. Scientific marketing research
is seldom done even in the leading traditional firms, while market
surveys in one form or another are constantly undertaken by govern-
ment agencies and public organisations.
Plastic toys play a dominant role in the industry and
alone account for more than 90 per cent of the total toy exports.
The rest exports are made up of rubber toys, metal toys, etc.
Although more than 120 countries import toys from Hong
Kong, there is concentration of exports to certain countries. This
trend seems to continue in the years to come, inspite of the fact
that there isan overall increase in toy exports to every country
every year.
The main markets for Hong Kong toys can be classified
into the following groups:
1. The United States, the largest market and accounting
for half of the total toy exports.
2. Commonwealth countries, i.e. the United Kingdom,
Canada and Australia.
3.-West Germany and Japan, the two fastest growing
markets.
4. Venezuela and South Africa, the two largest markets
in Latin America and Africa.
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5. Western European countries, the potential markets
for Hong Kong toy exports.
In the international toy trade, the role of Hong Kong
is mainly to export simple plastic toys at low price ranges with
low quality. However, the total value of Hong Kong toy export
ranks as the second in world toy trade, second only to Japan.
The role of Hong Kong toy exports vary from one country
to another. In the United States and Commonwealth countries, Hong
Kong toys account for about 30 per cent to 50 per cent of the total
toy imports. In the Western European countries, Hong Kong toys
only account for about 1 per cent to 10 per cent of the total toy
imports.
The other main toy exporting countries in the world are
Japan, the United States, West Germany, Italy and the United
Kingdom. However, the structure of the Hong Kong toy industry is
different from that in the competing countries. As a result these
countries are not the direct competitors with Hong Kong toys in
the same product ranges.
The market potential of Hong Kong toy exports to lie in
the. Common Market countries, the United States and Japan, in view
.of the small import share of Hong Kong toys as well as the ever
expanding demand for toys in these countries. On the other hand,
the Commonwealth countries are the slowest growing markets for




In view of the fact that Hong Kong toys are mostly
of cheap price and with low quality, it is recommended that more
effort should be directed to building up a complete toy industry
in Hong Kong. Here a 'complete toy industry' would produce toys
of every description and of every price level, and also suitable
for children in different countries. However, this is more
idealistic than practical, and it is better to view it as a long-
term objective rather than a short-term goal.
In the short-run, there are several directions for the
Hong Kong toy manufacturers to go. The guidelines for actions
to take are the following:
1. To build up a marketing concept among the Hong Kong
toy exporters and manufacturers
2. To diversify the present markets
3. To diversify the present products
i. To improve the image of Hong Kong toys in overseas
markets
5. To undertake more promotional activities
All these recommendations are very broad and general.
Indeed, some of them might have been suggested before at one time
or another. However, in order to be more specific, they are discussed
on the following pages.
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TO BUILD UP A MARKETING CONCEPT AMONG THE HONG KONG TOY EXPORTERS
AND MANUFACTURERS
The Hong Kong toy industry is sales-oriented rather than
marketing-oriented. This is because that in Hong Kong, except
those large toy manufacturers with their own marketing facilities,
the toy exporters and the small toy manufacturers do not have the
management structure to cope with marketing problems. They have no
idea of how their products are marketed in foreign countries, nor
they are anxious about to know. Basically speaking, most of the
small manufacturers lack the very basic concept of marketing which,
should they have possessed, might have changed the whole picture
of the Hong Kong toy industry.
Another point is that when marketing effort is undertaken
by the toy exporters or manufacturers, actually they are marketing
the production capacity of toys rather than the product itself.
While this practice of churning out orders to fulfill foreign speci-
fications has served the Colony well, this arrangement earns only
a small share of the price finally paid by the foreign consumers.
Hence it is recommended that actions should be taken not
only to introduce a marketing concept to the toy exporters and
manufacturers, but also to emphasize that marketing the product
itself is more profitable than marketing the production capacity
that produces the product. Here theoretically the marketing concept
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for a toy manufacturer is to produce right toys to the right
markets for the right children and market then through the right
channel at the right time----indeed, quite a radical change
or a complete reverse in the present trading procedures. It is
suggested that introduction of the marketing concept can be done,
say, by the Hong Kong Management Association or Federation of
Hong Kong Industries by offering special courses in toy marketing.
These special courses shall also give a general picture of the toy
industry in different countries as well as the characteristics
of international toy trade. It is hoped that this will result in
broadening the eyeviews of the toy exporters and manufacturers and
finally result in a change from export order-taking to world-wide
marketing in the. Hong Kong toy industry.
TO DIVERSIFY THE PRESENT MARKETS
As mentioned earlier, exports of Hong Kong toys are
concentrated to the United States, the Commonwealth countries,
West Germany, etc. If this trend is to continue in the years to
come, then years later export dependence of the Hong Kong toy
industry upon certain countries will be much higher. Here the
toy manufacturers must remember not fo flood any individual or
national market so that it becomes sensitive to toy imports from
Hong Kong to the point where restrictions are to be imposed upon
trade.
In view of market concentration in the past performance
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of the Hong Kong toy industry, market diversification is thus
an excellent principle for future development as it avoids
handling over control of Hong Kong toys to a few overseas markets.
Generally speaking, market diversification means 'to
export Hong Kong toys to those unexplored markets as well as to
increase Hong Kong toy exports in those underdeveloped markets'.
Hence more marketing effort should be directed to those countries
in Eastern and Western Europe, Latin America, Africa and South East
Asia.
More specifically, countries in Western Europe appear
to be the most promising markets in view of the low market share
of Hong Kong toys and the high value of toy imports of these
countries, especially West Germany, France and Netherlands. Next
considered is Japap, the richest country in Asia and the fastest
growing market for Hong Kong toys at the present. Other countries
in Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa and South East Asia should
also be attacked, yet very sophisticated marketing effort like
personal selling, heavy advertising or trade mission'pro-
motion is not justified as these countries are not potential
markets at this stage either because of low income level, foreign
exchange controls, lack of domestic distribution channels, or because
of political considerations.
While marketing effort-to the underdeveloped and unexplored
markets is recommended, it is also suggested that Hong Kong toy
manufacturers should consider the domestic market. Though no
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precise figures are available of the volume of local sales
of Hong Kong toys, there has been a noticeable increase of local-
made toys in retail outlets in Hong Kong in recent years.1 With
a population of more than four million people of whom half are
under the age of 15, the Hong Kong toy manufacturers should start
thinking of the domestic market potential.
TO DIVERSIFY THE PRESENT PRODUCTS
Hong Kong mainly exports simple plastic toys of cheap
price and with low quality. In a certain sense, the Hong Kong
toy industry is still very immature and underdeveloped, or in
other words at its infant stage only. Therefore it is urged that
toy manufacturers should diversify their products.
There are two directions for product diversification.
The first is to produce more products other than plastic toys, such
as electrical toys, mechanical toys, die-cast toys, etc. As
manufacturers' chief problem is to produce and market enough new
products to keep pace with the expansion in demand and spending
power in the advanced countries, it is only by producing better
and more sophisticated products at competitive prices that Hong
Kong manufacturers can retain the world-wide markets, let alone
expand them.
The second direction for product diversification is to
produce more simple and cheap toys for the underdeveloped countries.
1 Federation of Hong Kong Industries, Annual Report for
1967, page k3.
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As discussed in Chapter V, Hong Kong toys exported to countries
in Africa are mainly bought by Europeans. In view of the different
socio-economic and cultural background between the European and
non-European children, it is suggested that manufacturers should
start thinking of producing toys specially designed for the children
in the underdeveloped countries. This is by no means an easy task.
However, it is recommended that preliminary market survey for Hong
Kong toys in the underdeveloped countries should be undertaken by,
say, the Hong Kong Trade Development Council and survey findings
should be released to toy manufacturers as soon as possible.
For the purpose of market diversification, it is further
suggested that a 'Toy Center' should be set up by the Hong Kong
Trade Development Council. This proposed 'Toy Center' will from time to
time collect new products of toys from various countries and invite
Hong Kong toy manufacturers to come for study and examination.
However, the aim of this center should be to stimulate new lines
of products, and should avoid to encourage imitation or infringe-
ment.
TO IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF HONG KONG TOYS IN OVERSEAS MARKETS
Although the image of Hong Kong toys in overseas varies
from one country to another, generally speaking Hong Kong toys have
not yet established a good image at the present time, as evidenced
by the toy complaints from overseas customers. It is therefore
suggested that manufacturers should at least aim at, and exporters
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encourage original designs and high quality standards for Hong
Kong toys.
For original design, it is suggested that manufacturers
should avoid infringement of foreign toys and develop their own
designs which should be safe and suitable to the children. This,
of course, will inevitably raise the cost and remove one of
Hong Kong's chief toy attributes. However, manufacturers should
not rely upon infringement or treat it as a normal business activity,
as from an industry-wide point of view infringement is an obstacle
to the long-term development of the toy industry in Hong Kong.
Hence, it is hoped that the newly-established Hong Kong Industrial
Design Council will be able to initiate certain programme to arouse:
the toy manufacturers of their awareness of new product designs.
In addition, manufacturers should be helped to develop
a willingness to abide the quality and safety standards maintained
by foreign countries. Thus it is a good idea for, say, the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries to consider initiating an
'Approved Exporter' label to be used by toy manufacturers who have
satisfied the Federation of the quality of their goods.2 An
alternative for this idea is for the government to extend statutory
backing to Department of Commerce and Industry to issue certificate
for exported toys which meet the quality standards set by the
foreign governments.
2This suggestion is originated from the International
Wool Secretariat's Woolmark which, after all, has become the symbol
of a guaranteed good deal for the buyer of woolen goods.
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On the other hand, more actions should be taken to
build up a good image for Hong Kong toys in overseas markets.
These actions include immediate correction of false statements
against toys from Hong Kong, regular report on new and improved
product lines to overseas customers, etc. It is further suggested
that these actions should be carried out by the Hong Kong Trade
Development Council and other leading exporters.
TO UNDERTAKE MORE PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
As revealed in the earlier discussion, very little
promotional activities have been developed by individual manufacturers
in Hong Kong, except that the Hong Kong Trade Development Council
is promoting the Hong Kong toy industry as a whole by participating
at the annual Nuremberg Toy Fair. Therefore the individual manu-
facturers should be urged and helped to take more promotional
activities in order to consolidate their position in the developed
markets where the major purchasing power lies and to develop markets
where their products have previously made little impact.
Since Hong Kong has only participated in the Nuremberg
Toy Fair in the past two years, and since experience has shown that
this kind of activities has proved to be very successful, it is
suggested that the Hong Kong Trade Development Council initiate
some arrangements to participate in other international toy fairs
in Paris, Brightonm Valence, Milan, New York, etc. In addition,
Hong Kong could start her own toy fair, perhaps in as modest as a
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scale as the Nuremberg fair began years ago.3
On the other hand, it is suggested that more trade
missions composed of only toy manufacturers and exporters be
organised to undertake joint promotional activities in overseas
countries from time to time. It is further suggested that the
Hong Kong Trade Development Council be the organiser as well as
the subsidiser for such proposed special trade missions.
Besides, manufacturers should also be assisted to under
take more sales development activities while they are in Hong
Kong. For example, they should be assisted in searching for
prospective buyers, advertising their products abroad, acquiring
market information from overseas business associations, meeting
foreign businessmen who are visiting Hong Kong, etc. Again,
assistance for all kinds of these activities should be extended
by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce, and other similar business associations in
Hong Kong.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
So much has been discussed about the actions to be taken
in the near future for development of the Hong Kong toy industry.
In the long-run, however, there is surely a need for merging
manufacturing units and for greater specialisation among
3Statement by Mr. L. Dunning, Senior Manager, Hong Kong
Trade Development Council.
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non-manufacturing exporters in the development of products and
markets. Particularised and more sophisticated market research,
more aggressive selling techniques and improved quality are all
necessary. To achieve these goals, Hong Kong should have a
centralised organisation which will initiate and coordinate all
the activities for developing the Hong Kong toy industry as a
whole.
For this purpose, a Hong Kong Toy Manufacturers'
Association or a Hong Kong Toy Council should be established in
the near future. This proposed organisation will seek cooperation
and assistance from other organisations such as Hong Kong Trade
Development Council, Hong Kong Management Association, Department
of Commerce and Industry, Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce,
Federation of Hong Kong Industries, Hong Kong Industrial Design
Council, Hong Kong Exporters' Association and will corrdinate
all the developmental activities for the toy industry. It will
be expected to conduct market survey for Hong Kong toys, channel
market information to the trading firms, inform product development
to toy manufacturers, offer special courses to executives in the
toy business, etc. All in all, this organisation will try every
possible effort toward development and establishment of a complete
Hong Kong toy industry in the future.
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APPENDIX I
NUMBER OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE MAJOR INDUSTRIES, 1967
Number in employmentIndustry
443,972TOTAL
Garments and shirts 66,862
Plastics 55,822
38,608Metal products





Source: Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Investment
Hong Kong, 1968, p. 19.
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APPENDIX II
HONG KONG EXPORT BY COMMODITY IN 1967 1968
Export Value (In HK$millionCommodity
1967 196T%
Clothing HK$ 2,316.55 34.5 HK$ 3,013.92 35.7
Miscellaneous manufactured 1,453.22 21.6 1,880.20 22.3
articles, n.e.s.
Artificial flowers (287.68) (4.2) (307,77) (3.6)
Toys and Dolls (536.50) (8.0) (743.83) (8.8)
Wigs (197.41) (2.9) (318.28) (3.7)
Electric machinery, apparatus 8.7589.93 771.98 9.1
and appliances
Textile yarn, fabrics, made-up 13.9935.52 1,035,12 12.2
articles and related products
Others 11404-78 21.5 726 .78 20.7
TOTAL. HK$ ,700.00 100_.0% HK$ 2 .00 100,01/0-
Source: Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Hong Kong Enterprise, March, 1969, pp, 55-56.
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APPENDIX III
SHARE OF TOY EXPORTS IN THE TOTAL EXPORTS, 1969-1968







1965 7.43 75 4,42 5,026
4531966 7.95,729
6,699 8.21967 554
8, 428 8.81968 750
aExport value in HK$Million.
Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics.
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APPENDIX IV
HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1961+ TO 1968
ling Kong Toy Export by Kind to: U. S. A._
Value IT.K.le Particulars
19681964 1967T7-5 1966er




,23 3 1, 6252,060 9,8417,718 32,434Dolls, plastic
)29 13,650 14, 474 4,6778,454 8,919Dolls, n.e.s.
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
,31
118 1, 623not containing electric motors 391+ 32 52
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
'?33 11+,171 6,694 6,070 21,59knot containing electric motors 5,397
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,23 1,L+59 1,560 131 60containing electric motors 325
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,235
149,198not containing electric motors 200,286 308,66691,152 126,920
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,P36 6,687 10,381 129175containing electric motors 9,516 11, 742
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s., d
237
11,584 9, 823 14,357 12,190not containing electric motors 32,023
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,238
15containing electric motors
135, 685 177,504 205,549 269,828TOTAL: 411, 681
aHere ttn.e.s.tt means ttnot elsewhere specified?'.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
United Kingdomong Kong Toy Export by Kind to
Value in Thousand i.K.ide Particulars _. 196196719661964 1 -65,ber




6,5576,71+ 4,2226,5941 .223 7,356Dolls, plastic
-229 Dolls, n.e.s. 8,416 2,9657,424 5295,233
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
1231 154 19 2537not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
1,185 1,160834 828744not containing electric motors1X233
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
261k23tf 74 7159containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls),, plastic,
75, 83055,4oo 90,700 106,43554,948142.5 not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,
4,887 6,0795,559 3,015 5,16214236 containing electric motors
i R
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eos.,14237
1,611 5, 638 2, 222 4,1331, 53knot containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing electric motors
100,909 122,58374,967 77,507 108, 520TOTAL:
aHere ttn.e.s.tt means not elsewhere specifiedtt.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Canadaong Kong Toy Export by Kind to:
Value in Thousand I..de Particulars 196819 6`?1-967 1965 1966ber




.223 1,196 1,3582,410Dolls, plastic 847 2,097
1229 Dolls, n.e.s. 1,077 6341,767 736 37
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
+231 I43 25 50not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), meta17
+233 495 2,634635 623 3o61 not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
+234 117171 23containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,235 19,08213,604 15,777 24,224 34,096not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 601 813j4236 901901 1 ,314containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,a
1,5552,901 1,64479714z37 861 jnot containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing.elect_ric motors
TOTAL: 1?,839 22,417 25,172 Lo,6o630,319
aHere tn.e.s.tt means not elsewhere specifiedtt.
OUrce: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics,
196k-1968.
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APPENDIX IV (cozit f d)
HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Germany Fed Replong Kong Toy Export by Kind to:
Value in Thousand Ii. K.de Particulars
19 67-T 6- 19661965 1 968ber





1,7k8 35617 945 1 9x+01x229 Dolls, n.e.s.
Toys (excluding dolls, rubber, 862 57+231
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal, 199 812244122 79f233
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal, 1146+234
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 20,28113,60912,1718, ook+25 5,079
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 1,611 2,7558431'0001 4236 791
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,x+237 1,070 2,111295179 3,203.
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s., 124238
containing electric motors
17,53211,382 28,804,6,526 20,878TOTAL:
aHere n. e. s .t' means not elsewhere specified.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Australialong Kong Toy Export by Kind to:
i
Value in Thousand H.IL.de
1968
Particulars
1964 1965 1966 1967ber
Toys, wheeled Wesigned to be
Lio ridden.)
221 Dolls, rubber
1,550 2,5401,313 2,091 2,1?6-223 Dolls, plastic
E229 Dolls, n.e.s. 2301,037152 33940
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,X231 12 23 7not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
1+233 149 131163 7075not containing electric motors
1 Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
+234 16containing electric motors
1 Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,235 12,269 17,236 17,384-12,9868,835not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,
144 1,188 1,638 23573514236 containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,a1 4237 196 1,234'242 6121 352not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 17,00217,266 21,418 21:55710, 724
allere n. a .s. means not elsewhere specified*
,I aurae Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade statistics,
1964-1968.
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APPENDIX IV (cunt' d)
HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 19bo
ong Kong Toy Export by Kind to: Netherlands
Value in Thousand H.K.de
1967
Particulars 68191964 19661965fiber




18217f229 IDolls, n.e.s. 35275236
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber, 415 721234 7
not containing electric motors
1 Toys (excluding dolls), metal, 1341 80851 48+233 528
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,I '234 32
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, lo,645 11,783X235 7,620 9,4795,495
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 450 633297 953944236
-containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eos.,10'4237 635204 382320 356
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing electric motors
6,k28 12,8118,998 13,355 13,218TOTA.L
Here t n. e. s. r means r not elsewhere specified*




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Hong Kong Toy Export by Kind to
venezuela
Value in Thousand H.L.de Particulars 196819671965 19661984fiber




+223 Dolls, plastic 1,722624 1,159557 701
14 1229 Dolls, n.e.s. 4
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
4231 11 I
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal.,
X4233 1 1526 2825
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
containing electric motors'4234
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,4235 4,241 10,6718,701 8,9175,668not containing electric motors
!Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,34236 4322 66 16971I containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s., a
1316 13861 151)4237 not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,
containing electric motors34238 1
TOTAL: k,882 6,434 10,195 12,8579,130
aHere nn.e.s.n means not elsewhere specifiedt.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Japanlong Kong Toy Export by Kind to
Value in Thousand II. K.$de
1966
Particulars 1968196719651964ber
Toys, wheeled (designed to be
Lilo
ridden)
1.221 I Dolls, rubber
14 4o 155F223 Dolls, plastic 1,789304
1 1963 291+229 Dolls, n.e.s. 95
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
1 231 13 11
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal.,
4233 I 121 3 874950
not containing electric motorst
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
1411,34 containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,4235 x,2882,151 2,920703 9,335not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,4236 11 276 550 544containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e,s., a
4237 4 11 1829 35not containing electric motors
Toys (,excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 2,600 4,706 12,256737 3,852
aHere n. e. s." means not elsewhere specified"




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
.ong Kong Toy Export by Kind to Italy
Value in Thousand H. K.de 1964Particulars
19681965 1966 1967fiber
Toys, wheeled (desigried to be210
ridden.)
Dolls, rubber1221
f223 Dolls, plastic 29 29 44528 185
+229 Dolls, n.e.s. 185 48 176 33
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,4231 1975 7not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
80 192 1834233 31 51not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
4923 6014234 containing electric motors
'Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,14235 4,1572,552 6.9390 7017 7,630not containin electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 485214 139 69235114236 containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eas.,a4237 291 127 210 222 542not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,
1)4238 containing electric motors
k,326 4,928 6,922TOTAL: 8089 9,265
aHere rtn.e.s, means not elsewhere specified.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
South AfricaDng Kong Toy Export by Kind to:








223 Dolls, plastic 278 157185 20?1 76
229 Dolls, n.e.s. 16 126 4655
Toys (excluding dolls, rubber,
'231 25not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal.,
233 124 1k2 232 62308not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal
-234 1 1 2containing electric i-notors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,i 235 4,635 4,888 8,6555,330 7,kk8not containing electric motors
I
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,z,6 401228 189 298 285containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.ss,a+237 138 1,409366 323 511not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,X238
containing electric motors
TOTAL 6,810 6,867 8,4635,323 9,763
Here ttn. e.s .t' means not elsewhere specifiedtt.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
ong Kong Toy Export by Kind to-_ Bel__um
Value in Thousand H.K.de Particulars
1964 19681965 1966 1967ber




223 142 84212204Dolls, plastic 327
-229 Dolls, n.e.s. 6825 140 131
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,F231 1 42 2
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,}233 123 17922 74 95not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
+234 1 1
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,1235 1,850 3, 524 5,191 7,0375 ,682not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,1236 15 88 110 8596containing electric motors
a
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eas,,+237 426263 226 434559not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 2,379 4,131 6,195 6033 7,821
aHere n.e.s.tl means snot elsewhere specified.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
nng Kon r Tov Exno_rt by Kid to: Sweden
Value in Thous and I. L.de Particulars
196819671-9- f 661965ber






1047116 294F229 Dolls, n.e.s.
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber, 4 2f231
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
1233 64 1399 3037not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,1 +234
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,1 f235 2,989 6,335k, 905 7,3445 ,278not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,
416200 18178 561'+236 containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eos.,a1 4237 228 168258 260 5351- not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 6,664 8,4963,917 5, 925 7,13k
aHere n.e.s. means not elsewhere specified*




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
ong Kong Toy Export by Kind to: Mexic
Value in Thousand H.K.de Particulars 19 6'19671964 1965 1966ber




F223 18 231Dolls, Plastic 32 94
1f229 Dolls, n.e.s. 188 347
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
+231
not containing electric motors
1Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
2 2014233 not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
+234 13containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,425 89 161 899305 3,272not containing electric motors
!Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,4236 11 14 38containing electric motors
aToys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,
162 196 1,87314237 not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,
4238 containing electric motors
TOTAL: 19289 1,39+356 5,781
Here nn.e.s.tt means not elsewhere specified.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Francelong Kong Toy Exhort by Kind to:
Value in Thousand H.K.$)de Particulars 8196719661964 1965Tiber




4223 431 490111IDolls, plastic 540
4229 Dolls, n.e.s. 122 246 84323 716
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
4231 22 62not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal.,
4233 1 20 9 32not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal, ifi14234
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,+4235 473 452 19194 1,819 3,376not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,)4236 6 133 96I containing electric motors
aToys (excluding dolls), n.eas.,)4237 1,235 434287 177 519not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,A238
containin electric motors
TOTAL: 1,832 1,111 2,483 2, 874 4-o709
a Here n.e.s. means not elsewhere specified.
1ource Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics,
1964-1968.
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APPENDIX IV (wont I d)
HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 196k TO 1968
ong Kong Toy Export by Kind too Denmark
Value in Thousand H.K.t.
-de Particulars
9«1967I9-T 1965. 196ber




143 199F223 61529 398Dolls, plastic
184 435 2011229 Dolls, n.e.s.
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber, 1 1+231
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal., 2+233 20 7 93 78
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
+234
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 2,388 2!382961 3,196 3,51014235 not containing electric motors
14236 Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 171 84 73 97 ?2
I containing electric motors
a
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eos,,4237 121 191 11774 97
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,4238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 3, 8381, 398 3,280 3,411 3, 796
aHere n.e.s. means ttnot elsewhere specified.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Singaporeong Kong Toy Export by Kind too
Value in Thousand Ii. K.de Particulars
1964 1975 19631966 1967ber




.223 12 102 43Dolls, plastic 92 31
-229 IDolls, n.e.s. k 101 189 7 3
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,F231 13not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal.,1233 8 1 2636not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
i234 10
containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 1,886 2,079 2,426 2,4605121+2315 not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,1 +236 64 184 28 86 5containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eoss, 8
+237 18 2907653 344not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), noes.,4238
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 646 2,33k 2,k81 2, 852 2,870
alere ttn.e.s. !nea.ns not elsewhere specified.




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
IDng Kong Toy Export by Kind to: Switzerland
Value in Thousand H.K.tIke Particulars 196819671965 19661964Iber
Toys, wheeled (designed to be
1?1o ridden.)
IDolls, rubber1221
66 169 184223 7756Dolls, plastic
229 Dolls, n.e.s. 2336 34
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,
231
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
.233 1 143 5
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
.234
containing electric motors
-235 Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 287 2,613714:632 960
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,i 236 2619o 96 52containing electric motors 16
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s., a
E237 19 1967 2750
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,}238
containing electric motors
k76 1, 001834 1,462TOTAL: 2,783
aHere nn.e.s.ff means not elsewhere specified'?*




HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
PanamaOng Kong Toy Export by Kind to:
Value in Thousand H.K.de
1966
Particulars
1964 1967 1968ber 1955




223 109 102 28626874IDolls, plastic
229 Dolls, n.e.s, 7 3 7
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,231 25 3not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,233 4 28
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,234
containing electric motors
Boys (excluding dolls), plastic,P5 266 666 1,132 1,914716not containing electric motors
.236 Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 17 19 25containing electric motors
a
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s,,
.237 68 13 16 35:not containing electric motors iI
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,1238
containing electric motors
844TOTAL 1,449 2,267:790348
aHere +n.e.s.++ means not elsewhere specified.
aurae: Hong Kong Census Statistics Departments Hong Kong Trade statistics,
1964-1968*
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HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
Philippinesong Kong Toy Export by Kind toy
Value in Thousand H.K.de Particulars
1964 1965ber 1966 1967 1968




4227 279 333223 IDolls, plastic
3229 Dolls, n.e.sa
.3Toys (excluding dolls), rubber, 1} 13 21231
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal, 12810 15 287233.
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), metal,234
containing electric motors
.275 Toys (excluding dolls), plastic, 18 267 406 1,095 I,753
not containing electric motors
.236 Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,
44 108 31 76containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.eos., a
-237
27 65 165327not containing electric motors
-238 Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,
containing electric motors
TOTAL: 1,519 2,158350 375 911
e'Here n.e.s. means not elsewhere specified.
)Urce Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics,
1964.-1968.
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HONG KONG TOY EXPORTS TO SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1968
'Dng Kong Toy Export by Kind to Irish epubliC








223 20 86 18 4373Dolls, plastic
229 Dolls, n.e.s. 62 112 52
Toys (excluding dolls), rubber,231
not containing electric motors
(Toys (excluding dolls), metal,
'233 23 64 2034 33
not containing electric motors
1 Toys (excluding dolls), metal,234
containing electric motors
'Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,215 81+3 1,179 1,371 1,878 1,712
not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), plastic,236
I containing electric motors
(Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s,,
-237 8470 76 72 59not containing electric motors
Toys (excluding dolls), n.e.s.,E238
containing electric motors
1, 424 1,686TOTAL: 2,484 1,834956
%ere n.e.s.tf means not elsewhere specified.




TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
United States
Country 1965 1965 1966 1967
TOTAL 88,196 1o6,341 125,24496,178
Hong Kong 20,988 24,56814, 993 31,099
Canada 1,050 1,026 1,139 1,898
Mexico 127 236154 1,294
Belgium-Luxembourg 828 838 1,o48 1,297
France 607 635 761 737
West Germany 5,114 5,305 5,964 7,995
Italy 3,363 5,145 5,417 5,096
United Kingdom 4,001 8,984 13,3565,939
Japan 54,893 52,263 54,183 56,692
China, Taiwan 485 656 1,459317
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong 17.0 21.8 23.1 24.8.
Canada 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.5
Mexico
.1 .1 .2 1.0
Belgium-Luxembourg
.9 .9 1.0
France 06 .6 .7 .5
West Germany 6.35,7 5.5 5.6
Italy 4.03.8 5.3 5.0
United Kingdom 4.5 6.1 8.4 10.6
Japan 62.2 45.254.3 50.9
China, Taiwan
.3 •5 .6 1.1
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 196+-19670
8
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
West Germany
1964 1965 1966 1967Country
28, 498 40,144 46,020 64,639TOTAL
1, 493 4,1482,446Hong Kong 3,662
6,289 8,764United States 3,846 7,032
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,098332 3 73 342
2,032 2,773France 1,631 4,374
6,377Italy 11,4645,371 7,109
Netherlands 1,924 2,319 2,550 3,236
United Kingdom 6,229 6,2973,800 5,279
Denmark k,2583,485 5,0593,482
Austria 4,5321,344 1,290594
Japan 8,7464, 579_ 9,169 9,820
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong 6.0 6.45.2 7.9
United States 13.1f 15.6 15.2 13.5
Belgium-Luxembourg 1.1 •9 .7 1.6
France 6.0 6.75.7 5..0
Italy 18.8 15.'8 15.4 17.7
Netherlands 6.7 4,95.7 5.5
United Kingdom 13.3 13.1 13.5 9.7
Denmark 12.2 8.6 9.2 7.8
Austria 2.0 2.83.3 7.0
Japan 21.716.o 19.9 15.1
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 1964-1967.
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
United Kingdom
Country 1964 1965 1966 1967
TOTAL 45,632 46, 597 54, 43952,813
Hong Kong 17,816 18,421 24,018 23,408
United States 6, 878 8, 496 11,2009,8o9
Canada 1,582793 1,o6o 803
France 1,145 895 1,005 835
West Germany 294983,880 1,333 1,620
Italy 1,068 1,004 1,061 1,638
Netherlands 208 219 1,061395
Ireland 64.5 868 632 1,009
Australia 1,691 2,219 2,447 1,641
Japan 7 036 5,417 5,462.69098
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong 45.439.0 42.931.8
United States 15.0 18.2 18.5 20.5
Canada 1.7 2.03.3 1.4
France 2.5 1.9 1.9 1.5
West Germany 805 20-55.3 2.9
Italy 2.3 2.1 2.0 3.0
Netherlands
.4 .4 •7 1.9
Ireland 1.4 1.8 1.1 1.8
Australia 4.73.7 4.6 8.0
Japan 15.4 11.6 11.5 10.0
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 196k-1967.
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
France
Country 1964 1965 1966 1967
TOTAL 26,254 27, 026 32,894 36, 724
Hong Kong 153 219 693500
United States 8,003 6,177 5,723 3,966
Belgium-Luxembourg 284 473340 338
West Germany 5,082 8,7625,863 7,154
Italy 4,1607 5,304 10,3797,928
Netherlands 609585 510 588
United Kingdom 2,997 2,896 39405 3,338
Denmark 667 880 1,376 1,715
Spain 897 1,302 1,514 1,56o
Japan 1.677 2,544 2,7341,957
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong
.5 .8 1.5 1.8
United States 22.8 17.330.4 10.7
Belgium-Luxembourg 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.2
West Germany 19.3 21.6 21.7 23.8
Italy 17.5 19.6 24.1 28.2
Netherlands 2.2 2.2 1.5 1.6
United Kingdom 11.4 10.7 10.3 goo
Denmark 2.5 4.1 4.63.2
Spain 4.8 4.63.4 4.2
Japan 6.3 7.2 7.7 7.4
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 1964-1967.
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
Netherlands
1964 1965 1966 1967Country
29,30127,80423,94418,739TOTAL
2,3102, 2441,3961,002Hong Kong
8 49 708559United States 386
1,6141,6491,5491,194Belgium-Luxembourg
1,867.1,01+2 1,5871,445France










6.0 6.3France 5.5 5.7
West Germany 30.839.8 33,3 31.2
11.610.3Italy 9.4+9.8
8.5 8.6 8.3United Kingdom 7.6
2.5Denmark 2.7 2,42.4
6.9 6.7 6.0East Germany 5.2
Japan 11.8 10059.7 9.8
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 1964-1967.
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
Canada
1964 1965 1966 1967Country
23,753 27,62022,594TOTAL 24, 375
2,721Hong Kong 3,248 3,9913,432
10,36610,52310,357 9,571United States
.652 478607 596West Germany





6,20L+Japan 5,733 5,569 5,752
17China, Taiwan
Percentage Distribution
12.0 14.0 13.6 14.4Hong Kong
x+5.8 43.1 40.2United States 37.5
2.12.8 2.4 2.0West Germany
2.11.2 1.4Italy 3.6
United Kingdom 12.1 13.411,9 12.8
USSR .6
East Germany .8 .6.7
Poland .8.4 .5 •7
Japan 22.7 22.422.8 24.2
China, Taiwan .6
Note: import value in US51,UVU.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 196Lf-1967.
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
Sweden
1964 1965 1966 1967Country
14,977 17,06619,614 21,060TOTAL
804 1,457 1,6991,548Hong Kong
1,029 1,212 1,330United States 998
4,144 4,383West Germany 396473,798
892 1,089 1,055 1,197Italy
4,504United Kingdom 3,147 3,217 3,074
12400 1,6361,078 1,6o6Denmark
236 455122 271Norway
444 463East Germany 328 564
Poland 451278 381 561
4,199Japan' 2,299 2,166 2,654
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong 8.5 8.0503 7.8
6.8 6.3United States 5.0 7.1
West Germany 25.3 21.321.1 20.8
Italy 6.15.9 5.5 5,6
United Kingdom 20.3. 18.0 21.316.x+
Denmark 7.1 7.1 9.4 7.7
Norway .8 1.2 1.5 2.1
East Germany 2.1 2.72.2 2.6
Poland 2.61.91.8 2.6
Japan 15.3 12.621.4 12.6
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 1964-1967.
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
Belgium-Luxembourg
1964 1965 1966 1967Country
1 9, 46717,6.5o14,979 20, 271TOTAL
491 672 1, 073Hong Kong 961
1,253 1,117United States 1,1+70992
2,296 2, 4851,986 2,782France
4,101West Germany 3,441 3,877 3,992
2,780Italy 1,893 3,722 3,415
Netherlands 197-62 19873 1,7691,778
United Kingdom 1,309 12548 1,639 1,657
298Denmark 346 394 383
East Germany 8o1 692724 788
Japan 1,238 1,527 1,97921,674
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong 4.93.2 3.8 5.2
United States 8.3 6.3 7.25.0
France 13.013.2 12.7 13.7
West Germany 22.9 21.9 20.5 20.2
Italy 12.6 15,7 19.1 16.8
Netherlands 11.7 10.6 8.79.1
United Kingdom 8.7 8.7 8.4 8.1
Denmark 2.3 1.6 2.0 1.8
East Germany 4.8 4* 4 4.1 304
Japan 8.2 8.6 8.5 8.8
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 196-1967.
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TOY IMPORT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
Italy
1964 1965 1966 1967Country
19, l+0212,190 18,59412,201TOTAL
Hong Kong 1,414 1,683742 998
2,059United States 1,088 5,790 5,099
France 1,o88 1,157 1,995968
West Germany 3,336 3,5693,586 3,9+6
United Kingdom 1,067 1,219942 950
Denmark 618454 822771
East Germany 198386 355 504
Poland 253 261 198 250
China, Mainland 294185 566
Japan 21,487 2,935 2,5002,319
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong 6.0 8.1 8.47.6
United States 8.916.8 26.231.1
France 8.9 6.2 10.27.9
West Germany 27.3 29, 4 19.1 20.3
United Kingdom 6.27.7 7.7 5.7
Denmark 4.1 4.23.7 5.0
East Germany 1.6 1.9 2.53.1
Poland 2.0 2.1 1.0 1.2
China, Mainland 1.5 2.1 2.9
Japan 19.0 20.k 15.7 12.8
Note: Import value in US$1, 000.
Source: United Nations, Trade Commodity Statistics, 1964-1967.
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TOY IMPORT.OF SELECTED COUNTRIES FROM 1964 TO 1967
Switzerland
Country 1964 1965 1966 1967
TOTAL 13,147 15,135 15,479 18,248
216Hong Kong 458275 347
United States 860970 920 945
France 1,181926 992 962
6,780West Germany 6, 4185,823 7,299
Italy 1,153 1,263 19509 1,813
United Kingdom 1,137 1,261 1,462932
Denmark 624626 8 43575
East Germany 635399 579 734
Japan. 1,176 1,382 1,584 1,878
Austria 231 281 317 399
Percentage Distribution
Hong Kong 1.6 1.8 2.2 2.5
United States 6.07.3 5,5 5.1
France 6.5 6.2 6.47.0
West Germany 44.2 44*7 41.4 39.9
Italy 8.7 8.3 9.7 9.9
United Kingdom 8.1 8.o7.0 7.5
1+.1Denmark 4.3 4.0 4.6
East Germany 4.1 4,o3.0 3.4
Japan 8.9 10.2 10.29.1
Austria 1.7 2.01 .8 2.1
Note: Import value in US$1,000.
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1　 　 　 香 港 玩 具 工 業 及 其 出 口 市 場 分 析 　 　 　 　 曾 海 □
　 　 一 般 言 □ ， 香 港 玩 具 工 業 在 過 去 十 年 中 蓬 勃 發 展 。 不
過 ， 大 規 模 的 玩 具 廠 寥 寥 可 數 ， 小 廠 則 數 以 百 計 ， 散 佈 於
♂ □ □ 地 。 由 於 產 品 主 要 是 塑 膠 玩 具 ， 很 多 廠 家 □ 自 視 隸
屬 於 塑 膠 工 業 ， 而 甚 少 以 □ 隸 屬 於 玩 具 工 業 。
　 　 生 產 過 程 主 要 由 加 熱 、 製 模 和 裝 □ 三 個
階 段 構 成 。 原 料 主 要 來 自 日 本 、 美 國 和 加 拿 大 。 勞 力 短 缺 □ 係 目 前 甚 且
也 是 將 來 的 難 題 。 產 品 款 式 及 設 計 一 向 不 □ ， 每 □ 仿 傚 外
國 產 品 。 這 是 由 於 設 計 成 本 高 昂 、 設 計 人 才 難 求 ， 短 暫 的
產 品 生 命 期 ， □ 及 易 於 模 仿 他 人 的 產 品 或 本 身 產 品 易 於 受
2人 模 仿 等 原 因 □ 造 成 。
　 　 一 般 來 說 ， 絕 大 部 份 廠 家 並 沒 有 市 場 管 理 概 念 。 即 使
有 些 廠 家 具 有 此 種 概 念 ， 主 要 還 是 在 於 抵 銷 其 生 產 玩 具 的
♂ □ 而 非 玩 具 產 品 本 身 。 產 品 分 □ 主 要 透 過 傳 統 的 途 径 ；
換 言 之 ， 由 廠 商 □ 本 地 出 口 商 及 外 地 入 口 商 而 □ 達 最 後 消
費 者 。 私 人 進 行 的 海 外 市 場 擴 展 活 動 殊 不 多 見 。 故 此 ， 香
港 貿 易 發 展 商 每 年 參 加 德 國 紐 倫 堡 舉 辦 的 國 際 玩 具 展 覽 會
便 成 □ 香 港 玩 具 工 業 擴 展 海 外 市 場 的 主 要 活 動 。 一 般 貿 易
商 行 均 沒 有 進 行 科 學 的 市 場 研 究 。 只 有 政 府 及 其 他 的 公 共
機 構 不 時 進 行 某 些 形 式 的 市 場 調 查
3　 　 香 港 玩 具 工 業 主 要 以 塑 膠 玩 具 為 支 柱 。 產 品 的 □ 玩 具
出 口 □ □ 的 百 分 之 九 十 以 上 。 其 餘 的 產 品 包 括 橡 膠 玩 具 、
金 屬 玩 具 等 。
　 　 雖 然 香 港 玩 具 出 口 多 至 一 百 二 十 餘 □ 。 □ 出 口 量 主 要
集 中 於 某 些 國 家 。 此 一 趨 勢 似 乎 □ 年 俱 增 ， □ □ 对 每 一 國
家 的 出 口 量 每 年 均 有 顯 著 的 增 加 。
　 　 香 港 玩 具 出 口 市 場 可 以 大 略 分 類 為 下 列 ：
　 　 　 一 、 美 國 ， 乃 係 最 大 的 出 口 市 場 ， 每 年 吸 收 香 港 玩 具
出 口 量 達 一 □ 以 上 。
　 　 　 二 、 美 聯 邦 國 家 ， 即 美 國 、 加 拿 大 、 澳 洲 等 ， 乃 係 發
4展 最 慢 或 跡 近 停 滯 的 市 場 ， 尤 以 美 國 □ □ 。
三 、 西 德 和 日 本 ， 乃 係 近 年 來 增 □ 最 快 的 海 外 市 場 。
四 、 委 內 瑞 拉 與 南 非 ， 乃 係 香 港 玩 具 在 於 丁 美 洲 和 非
洲 的 最 大 市 場
五 、 西 歐 各 國 ， 乃 係 香 港 玩 具 出 口 可 供 拓 展 的 潛 在 市
場 。
在 國 際 玩 具 貿 易 中 ， 香 港 主 要 以 出 口 低 价 、 劣 質 而 又
構 造 簡 單 的 塑 膠 玩 具 。 儘 管 □ 此 ， 香 港 玩 具 出 口 總 值 在 國
際 玩 具 貿 易 中 穩 居 第 二 位 ， 僅 次 於 日 本 而 已 。
香 港 出 口 的 玩 具 在 個 別 市 場 中 的 地 位 並 不 相 同 。 在 美
3國 和 美 聯 邦 國 家 ， 香 港 玩 具 約 佔 這 些 國 家 □ 玩 具 進 □ 總 值
的 百 分 之 三 十 至 五 十 。 在 西 歐 □ 國 ， 香 港 玩 具 只 佔 這 些 國
家 的 玩 具 入 口 總 值 的 百 分 之 一 至 百 分 之 十 而 已 。
世 界 上 其 他 主 要 玩 具 出 口 國 家 □ 日 本 、 美 國 、 西 德
、 意 大 利 和 美 國 。 不 過 ， 香 港 玩 具 工 業 的 結 構 與 這 些 國 家
的 玩 具 工 業 的 結 構 大 不 相 同 。 因 此 ， 這 些 國 家 的 玩 具 工 業
和 香 港 的 玩 具 工 業 並 不 在 同 類 的 產 品 中 作 激 烈 的 競 爭 。
總 □ 來 說 ， 香 港 玩 具 工 業 的 潛 在 性 出 口 市 場 主 要 是 歐
洲 共 同 市 場 國 家 、 美 國 與 日 本 。 這 是 一 方 面 由 於 香 港 玩 具
在 這 些 國 家 的 玩 具 進 口 總 值 中 所 佔 的 百 分 比 較 低 ， 另 一 方
6面 是 由 於 這 些 國 家 对 玩 具 日 益 增 加 的 需 求 。
由 於 香 港 玩 具 工 業 历 史 短 暫 ， 產 品 簡 單 　 故 此 ， 就 長
□ 而 言 ， 香 港 玩 具 工 業 應 □ □ 於 發 展 成 為 一 間 完 整 的 工 業
□ □ 。 所 謂 完 整 的 工 業 体 系 ， 意 指 能 夠 生 產 □ 類 □ □ 不 一
的 玩 具 以 適 應 各 國 兒 童 的 需 要 。 不 過 、 這 只 不 過 是 一 個 理
想 的 目 標 而 已 。
在 短 期 內 ， 為 了 更 進 一 步 地 發 展 香 港 的 玩 具 工 業 ， 玩
具 廠 商 應 循 的 途 径 □ 下 ：
一 、 確 立 市 場 管 理 概 念 ， □ 图 擺 脫 受 出 口 定 單 的 束 縛
， 以 便 爭 取 主 動 。
7二 、 擴 展 目 前 的 市 場 ， 尤 應 致 力 於 西 歐 □ 國 及 日 本 等
地 的 市 場 開 拓
三 、 擴 展 □ 前 的 產 品 項 目 　 □ 發 展 電 動 玩 具 　 合 金 玩
具 ， 橡 膠 玩 具 等
四 、 提 高 產 品 品 質 　 改 善 香 港 玩 具 在 海 外 市 場 中 的 □
譽 。
五 、 進 行 更 多 的 市 場 拓 展 活 動 ， □ □ □ 玩 具 廠 商 海 外
□ □ 團 ， 舉 辦 香 港 玩 具 展 覽 會 等 。
最 後 ， □ 廠 商 更 應 互 相 合 作 ， 成 立 玩 具 商 會 ， 以 便
進 行 市 場 研 究 和 分 析 ， 搜 集 市 場 情 報 ， 提 供 最 新 產 品 消 息 ，
8開 辦 特 □ □ □ □ 訓 練 和 造 就 更 多 更 好 的 玩 具 □ 業 員 ， □ 建
□ 完 整 的 香 港 玩 具 工 業 而 奮 鬥 。


